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FOREWORD
The work reflected in this report was performed by the Philco Corpora-
tion Western Development Laboratories, Palo Alto, California, for the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California under Contract No..950321r° This work is part of a continuing
effort to develop automated capability to solve problems in engineering
mechanics. Ted Lang, Senol Utku, Virgil Smith, and Robert Reed, of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory were the Project Engineers. The research
was conducted fronqFebruary through August 19656y the Engineering
Mechanics Section of WDL.
Phil R. Cobb, Manager, Electro-Mechanical Department, Philco, was
Project Manager for the contractor. Robert J. Melosh, Manager, Engineer-
ing Mechanics, was Project Engineer.
The principal engineers for the contractor were Henry Christiansen and
Philip Diether. Mary Brennan was the senior programmer.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes the technical basis for programs contained in the
Structural Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System. It includes develop-
ment of the stiffness, stress, loading, and transformation relations for
representation of a structure by a collection of flat triangular shell
facets, rods, beams, and tubes. It defines the basis for special and
complex program links and discusses use of these programs for structural
analysis. It presents a discourse on analysis error in formulating the
mathematical model of a structure and in analyzing it.
Details of the associated computer program are contained in a companion
report entitled, "Structural Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System
(SAMIS) Program Report," JPL Technical Memorandum No. 33-307.
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SECmION .1
INTRODUCTION
The Structural Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System is designed to
provide precise and low cost analyses of structures of general geometry
and loading. Continued implementation of the program development plan
will automate a broad spectrum of the studies in engineering mechanics.
The principal areas of interest contemplated include: response pre-
diction - static and dynamic; solution of characteristic value problems
- prediction of small deflection buckling loads and vibration resonances;
treatment of nonlinearitie€ - analysis of both geometric and material
nonlinearities; and evaluation of structures of special materials -
prediction of behavior of systems composed of anisotropic elastic,
viscoelastic, and plastic materials.
The scope of the first contract includes prediction of static response
and vibration resonances limited by small deflections and monotropic
materials with a linear stress-strain relationship. Geometries are
restricted to those represented as composed of a number of flat triangular
Facets joined along their edges and line elements joined to the rest of
the structure at its ends. All elements are capable of resisting
stretching, shearing, bending and twisting stresses. Folded structures
are included, thus permitting analysis of semimonocoque shells in two or
three dimensional space. Loadings automatically generatea include those
caused by heating, acceleration, and pressure. Additional loads may be
introduced as energy-equivalent concentrated loads at points on the
structure. Structural behavior is defined by stresses, deflections,
I
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flexibilities, and stiffnesses. Both natural frequencies and mode shapes
are produced.
The basis used to define the mathematical model of the structure is
referred to in the literature as the Stiffness Method, the Direct Stiff-
news Method, or a Finite Element Method. The method involves two essen-
tial ideas. The first is to replace the continuous structure by an
assemblage of elements. The continuous structural system is cut into
pieces by fictitious cuts. Intersections of cutting lines are called grid-
points or nodes.
The second idea is to formulate the problem from the etiffness viewpoint.
From this viewpoint load-deflection relatioas can be defined independently
for each element of the structure. The coefficients defining the rela-
tions form the stiffness matrix. A given column of the matrix consists of
a list of forces at each gridpoint of the element for unit 3isplacement
in a given direction. Forming the load-deformation relations for the
system involves summing tr y stiffness matrices of the pieces. Where two
or more members have a common gridpoint, forces are simply added and
arranged in a stiffness matrix for the complete structural system.
Similarly boundary conditions can be formulated in matrix notation. Grid-
point displacements are found by solving a system of simultaneous equations.
A linear transformation of displacements provides estimates of element
stresses.
The simplicity of the approach is a principal advantage fo-r automation.
The procedure for assembling the simultaneous equations is a clerical one.
The process is independent of the geometric or topological complexity of
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the structure, the material characteristics, the boundary conditions,
the choice of coordinates, or the identity or number of the redundants
of the system.
These jasic ideas were introduced by Levy. 1
 Additional developments and
applications have demonstrated the usefulness of the approach. Turner,
et al. 2
 developed and applied relations for a triangular slice replacing
the coarse torque box and beam model used by Levy and demonstrating
refinement of the approach. Other authors 3- 16
 have provided relations
for line elements, rectangular plates, segments of shells of revolution, and
elvv nts of solids. The method has been successfully applied to predict-
umall deflection static and dynamic behavior and buckling loads.3,5989
10,13,17-22 Orthotropic materials and nonlinear stress-strain relations
have been successfully treated.3923
Turner, et &1. 24
 and Weikel, et al. 25 have developed and applied the method
for predicting large deflection behavior of heated structures. The basic
ideas of this analysis are representation of the element including initial
prestress or prestrain and prediction of behavior by permitting a series
of steps of linear deformations until the full loading is imposed. Indica-
tions are that an order of magnitude increase in computer ti-,e is involved
in the large deflection analysis.
1 Superscripts are numbers of references appearing in the list of Referen-
ces. When superscripts take the form 2.3, the integer specifies the section
number containing the reference and the decimal part, the reference number.
Integer and decimal points are omitted when the section number of the refer-
ence is the same as the section in which the reference is made.
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Recent papers have stressed the importance of being selective in stiffness
matrices used in an analysis. 13,26
 The method has been reformulated on
the basis of the variational approach and a criterion presented insuring
monotonic convergence. Applications have demonstrated the desirability
of conforming with the convergence criterion. This selectivity can pro-
vide the capability to bound stresses and displacements at gridpoints27,28,29
under static loads (See Appendix B).
This document defines the theoretical basis and analysis error associated
with calculations performed by the present computer program. The next
section of the document contains the development of the equations used in
the program. The basis for stiffness, stress, loading, and transformation
relations for the Facet and line element representations are presented.
The third section defines the mathematical basis and use of the matrix
operation links. The final section of the document presents a general
discussion of the errors involved in formulating the mathematical model and
analyzing it. This part considers the causes of the errors, their relative
importance and how they can be measured. Some discussion of how analysis
errors may be reduced is also given.
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SECTION 2
DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURAL EQUATIONS*
The general form of the mathematical equations of the structure are:
14all — ^ [/(;10() -,f- 1 ciRA = fp4t)) —
fT1  = C RN 011
	
(2-1)
where	 d is the vector of gridpoint displacements: dots indicate
time derivatives.
(7-
 is the vector of element stresses.
is the small deflection stiffness matrix.
C is the small deflection damping matrix.
is the initial stress stiffness matrix and A a scalar
defining the magnitude of the initial stress distri-
bution.
4s is the mass loading matrix.
)P is the force loading matrix.
R is the matrix of stress coefficients.
and sufficient boundary conditions on d and (7— are defined to make the
equations solvable. The signs of the elements are selected to corres-
pond with conventional formulation of the equations. The first equation
is used to determine the static and dynamic displacement response of
the structure. The second equation defines the "stress" associated with
a given set of displacements.
When loading matrices are omitted, A is assigned, and homogeneous boun-
dary conditions considered, (1) yields an eigenvalue equation whose
roots define the damped frequencies of a prestressed structure. When
the mass and damping matrices are also omitted and unassigned, the
eigenvalues define load magnitudes at which small deflection buckling
This section is co-authored by Dr. Senol Utku of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and the Document authors.
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occurs. If nonhomogeneous boundary conditions are considered, (1) can
define a boundary value problem for a structure with initial stresses.
Repeated application of equations (1) can be used to perform a large
deflection or large strain analysis.
In this chapter, the stiffness, loading and stress matrices are de-
veloped for use in structural analyses. Necessary coordinate trans-
formations are also given.
2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF FACET EQUATIONS
This section contains development of the mathematical model represent-
ing the structural behavior of the thin flat shell element, triangular
in plan foi:a and of uniform thickness. (Hereafter this element will
be referred to as Facet). This section includes development of the
stiffness, loading, stress coefficients and necessary coordinate trans-
formations.
The stiffness coefficients are developed, using a potential energy
approach, from an assumed displacement function which is continuous
over the Facet and preserves continuity across its edges. Equations
are developed in a rectangular cartesian coordinate system. Love's
hypothesis is imposed. Monotropic stress-strain relations are used.
The resulting stiffness matrix provides an inadequate representation
of the out-of-plane shear stiffnesses. These terms are replaced by
an analog.
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The resulting coefficients define forces and moments at the apexes of
the triangle which satisfy macroscopic force and moment equilibrium
conditions. The matrix of stiffness coefficients is a positive semi-
definite matrix of rank nine when the material coefficient matrix in
the stress-strain equations has a rank of six.
The loading coefficients are developed using the minimum potential
energy approach and the displacements assumed for derivation of stiff-
ness coefficients. Stress boundary conditions corresponding to a tem-
perature varying linearly throught the facet, uniform pressure over
the area of the triangle, and constant acceleration in the overall x,
y, and z directions are considered. Coefficients of the resulting
vectors satisfy macroscopic force and moment equilibrium conditions.
The stress coefficients are developed using the stress-strain and
strain deformation relations and the assumed displacement functions.
Since displacements imply con!^*ant stresses, these are interpreted
as mean stress at the Facet centroid. The resulting coefficients lead
to zero stresses for rigid body displacements.
The theoretical basis for the derivations are included in Appendix A.
In this Appendix the matrix formulation of the minimum potential
a pproach appears.
Transformations are required relating the two rectangular cartesian
coordinate systems of interest. These are the overall system and the
local system. The overall coordinate system is a system common to all
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Facets. Its function is to provide a system in which quantities with
the same interpretation can be identified and manipulated. For example,
components of forces at a gridpoint can be added when forces are trans-
formed to the common system.
Each local coordinate system has its x-y plane coincident with the mid-
plane of the facet. These coordinate systems are used to define mono-
tropy coordinates, to simplify defining Facet geometry and simplify im-
posing boundary conditions. If adjacent Facets are in the same plane,
a local system can serve as an overall system, and conversely.
(2.1-2)
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2.1.1 Facet Stiffness Coefficients
9.1.1.1 Assumed Displacements
Figure 2.1-1 shows a Facet of thickness t and its associated coordinate
system. The x-y plane is coincident with the midplane of the Facet.
The z axis is normal to the midplane. The apexes of the Facet (called
joints or gridpoints) are labelled proceeding in the counterclockwise
direction for an observer on the +z axis.
The displacements of point "j" on the middle surface are defined by the
components of the d vector as follows:
uX.
y^
Bx
0
where ^`, 
	
, and !',; are translations of joint j in the x, y, and z
directions, respectively, and X^ ', B ', are rotations about these axes.
Each component of deflection is assumed to vary linearly over the middle
surface. Then, a deflection component at any point can be expressed as
where Q•, 1• , and Cam" are constants and x, y the coordinates of any
point. The constants can be defined in terms of joint deflections by
substituting joint coordinates in (2) and solving the equations.
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FACET COORDINATES AND GEOMETRY
Figure 2-1
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This yields
ZA	 V31
 
^^ 2; u? y^2 u^z 4 L4Y'	 (2.1-3)
L2! 22 23 ^X3 ^3 ^^3 "^
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f1 u3
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^3 
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'V j ^3
^L3 - // YZ 
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Note that A is the planform area of the Facet. Thus, (3) defines the
deflection vector for any point x, y in the middle surface.
2.1.1.2 Stress-Strain Relations
is
0
0
0
0
46
4966
The thermoelastic stress-strain relationship
	
^X	 o, vz g3 p,¢ 0
	
^	 D11 
'013 014 0
°0
	
x	 s 	 Off
w
expressed by
4 o<
y
Ex^ — 
0 (2.1-5)
0
0
^i3
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where	 are components of stress
Ck^ are components of strain
of	 is the isotropic volumetric coefficient of thermal
expansion
Tis the temperature rise
4
-e are elastic coefficients for a material with one
plane of symmetry (in this case, the midplane
of the element). Materials of this nature
will be referred to as "monotrnpic".
In order that a real material be represented, the matrix of elastic
coefficients in (5) must be positive semi -definite or positive definite.
It is customary in thin shell analysis to adopt Love's hypothesis
(which is also the first Kirchhoff assumption), i.e., assume 1^	 0 .
This implies that the thickness /radius ratio for the shell is small
compared to one. This hypothesis is consistent with the hypothesis that
normals to the middle surface remain normal.4
Imposing this condition on (5), eliminating ^^ , and partitioning gives
_ Z5	 ^T
y	
(2.1-6)
where
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f #VX&I
zD	 Q4/	 A02,D	 _ D^D3
iii D^q D,2 - 44' D1; 044
,042	 ALAW
q4 ^
(2.1-1)
[=
 _ (ass Osb 1
LSYIIII	 DyL J
(2.1-8)
Note that each of Y and Q id a symmetric positive definite matrix.
2.1.1.3 Strain-Displacement Relations
According to the second Kirchhoff assumption, the in-plane strains (^ )
varies linearly across the thickness and the out-of-plane shear strains
( ^) are constant, Then,
^X^=lY1	 (2.1-9)
where	 ^o are the middle surface strains
A
is the coordinate z:ormal to the middle surface
'V  is the vector of curvature changes
^u
(2.1-11)
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Note that since transverse shears are not assumed zero, normals to the
middle surface are no longer normal after deformation.
In small deflection theory, the components of the strain are given by
terms of deflections by
aux
a u^
a
' dB	 a a
Tec^.X
aexa  !^^	 d^2U
Y,a^	 Z MR
(2.:-10)
Substituting derivatives of (3) in (10), gives the strains in terms of
the gridpoint disp
2A
2A
^2
do ~ 2A
lacements, i.e.,
u[m: N 1 -x-
u^
[-IV A4
BL^ u
 t-
(2.1-12)
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where
N^ = Y2; y31 VIZ
0	 0	 0	 (2.1-13)
032 '913 IV2l
o 0 0
&
	 yI3 ^zi	 (2.1-14)
LP Y3/ YLI 
(2.1-15)
-x`32	 X13 #21
^Z f;
(2.1-16)
Similarly, the transfer shear strains can be defined in terms of dis-
IIX z
placements by substituting derivatives of (3) into (11). This leads to
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an unsatisfactory representation. This difficulty and alternate approach
is described in Section 2.1.1.7.
Equations (12) through (16) define the strains in terms of the general-
ized displacements, the joint deflections, and rotations.
2.1.1.4 Strain-Energy
The general expression For intern) strain-energy is given by
E
Cr	
(2.1-17)
0
where ^ is the volume of the element and initial strains and stresses
are zero.
Substituting ( 9) in (17), the strain energy can be written f4,r the Facet
as
U=U #L/fU
(2.1-18)
where
J	 a1A
A	 (2.1-19)
16
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,3
A	 c2.1.zo,
L K, J D=
is the Facet thickness
U8 , and G(J. are, respectively, the membrane, bending, and
shear strain energies.
The second derivative of the strain energy of the element, with respect
to joint deflections, yields the stiffness coefficients (See Appendix A).
These are developed for the Facet in the next four sections.
2.1.1.5 Membrane Stiffness Coefficients
Substituting (12) in (19) and differentiating yields the membrane
contribution to the Facet stiffness matrix. With displacement unknowns
ordered by (1), this is given by,
e^ =
-10  O-} 0—	 (2.1-22)
oX0
-^r
010
[NI[b][N]	 (2.1-23)
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Equation (22) defines a matrix of order 15 and rank 3. This matrix is
identical to that given by Turner, et al l•2 . No joint forces are in-
volved with rigid body motions of the Facet using this matrix.
2.1.1.6 Bending Stiffness Coefficients
Substituting (12) in (20) and differentiating yields the bending contri-
bution to the Facet stiffness matrix. With displacement unknowns
ordered by ( 1), this is given by
3FO:010 1 
 0 0
0A+0 ^000
^P
(2.1-24)
where P, aj , and r\ are defined by (23).
Equation (24) defines a matrix of order 15 and rank 3. No joint moments
are involved with rigid body motions of the Facet using the matrix.
fat =
18
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2.1.1.1 Shear Deformation Stiffness Coefficients
The assumed displacements (1) through (4) imply a linear variation of
shear strain if used in (11). As indicated in reference 1.3, this
generality is not required to lead to exact analyses of bending be-
havior. Moreover, including the linear terms will lead to an ex-
cessively rigid representation unless the planforin area of the Facet
is small compared with the Facet thickness.
On the other hand, omission of the shear stiffness is inadmissible.
In particular, if only the membrane and bending stiffnesses are con-
sidered, forces acting normal to the Facet cannot be treated.
This difficulty is resolved by considering only constant shears. The
shear deformation stiffness matrix is written formally as,
[A
s
i
	
4A
	
Q T 
O 0. 0
_ -r i[TZ12
-'221 f
33	
(2.1-25)
If only the constant portion of the shear strains, (11), are retained,
S11 is found to be
[1t] = [
(2.1-26)
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Use of this matrix alone would imply that rigid body motions of the
Facet generate elastic energy. This unacceptable condition is removed
by constructing the remaining partitions of Ks such that macroscopic
equilibrium is satisfied. Reference 1 develops the required relation
using a beam analogy. Reference 2 obtains the same coefficients con-
sidering the extension of beam equilibrium requirement from one to two
dimensions.
The coefficients in S2 1 and S31 can be written in terms of the coefficients
of S 11 . Similarly, the coefficients of S 22 and S 32 can be written in
terms of those of S 12 = S21T, and S2 3 and S 33 in terms of S1 3 = S31T.
For each of these sets, the same relations are involved. Let fis mxij
and myij where 4 = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3 be the coefficients of the first
(e.g. Sid , second (e.g. S21 ), and third (e.g. S 31 ) partitions in a
column partition of K s . Then,
X '	 .[^,	 ^t2	
,^)J(2. 1-27)
141,	 V-
where subscripts are modulo 3. e.g., when 4 ' = 3, Z:+1 = 1 , and v^
is the Kronecker delta ( c1 _
	 ,G s	 ' = Q ,^	 )
The shear deformation stiffness matrix is of order 15 and generally of
rank 38 . In the special case when an angle of the triangle is 90 0 , the
matrix is of rank 2. The matrix is positive semi-Cefinite for all tri-
angles whose largest angle is less than 90 0. When an obtuse angle
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exists in the Facet, the matrix is indefinite and thus unsatisfactory.
Therefore, the analyst should avoid selection of joint locations which
result in triangles with obtuse angles. Most accurate solutions can
be anticipated when the triangle is equilateral.
To eliminate existence of indefinite stiffness matrices for triangles
with an obtuse angle, the definition of (Sll) (26) is modified for
this case. The modification consists of nullifying the positive off-
diagonal elements in (Sll) and changing the remaining elements so that
S11 is the samr_- as before. Numerical experimentation has demonstrated
the adequacy of this approach.8
2.1.1.8 Total Facet Stiffnesses
The Facet stiffness matrix is composed of the sum of the membrane,
bending, and shear stiffness matrices, in accordance with (18).
Thus,
[e'] [41 ^ /^ 1	 (2.1-28)
where	 is the total stiffness matrix.
The total stiff-ess matrix is of order 15 and rank 9. If an angle is
g oo , the matrix is of rank 8. This degeneracy will only require special
treatment if the structure consists of a single triangle on determinat,
supports.
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2.1.2 Facet Loading Vey-ors
For any given loading condition, gridpoint forces are defined from the
integral A-11. In this section, gridpoint forces for the Facet are ob-
tained for discrete loading and loadings induced by temperature change,
acceleration, and pressure.
Figure 2-2 shows the notation used for distributed loadings. Uniform
upper and lower surface temperatures are imposed, 	 and	 The
mass of the Facet is uniformly distributed.
2.1.2.1 Discrete Joint Loads
If the loading consists of discrete loads acting on the gridpoints, it
is defined by
F
 ^
(2.1-29)
where R, is the vector of discrete loads, "r—	 " are the forces
at joint "j" in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, and
p^ are moments about
Equation (29) does not
such a torque acts, it
of	 and
?L
forces.
X ^a
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iSbr
FACET LOADING NOTATION
Figure 2-2
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2.1.2.2 Thermal Loading Vector
Let the temperature be constant over the Facet surface but vary linear.y
through the thickness. Then, the temperature distribution can be
expressed as,
/ (7-t f le ) 4	 (T` 	 (2.1-30)
where	 T is the temperature change between the upper (+z)
surface temperature and the temperature of
fabrication.
/L	 is the temperature charge for the lower (-z)
surface.
The stress loads developed by temperature are defined by (6), i.e.,{^}=[off{^}	
(2.1-31)
where CT is the vector of temperature stresses and 
'f? is defined by
equation (6). Using (31) in the work integral for body forces, the
last member of equation A- i6 , gives
where	 is defined (9), as before.
Making the indicated substitutions and integrating over the volume of the
24
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element gives
`ux-T- 4
	
)L^ of o	 I^^ u
^t1 71/Ll 0 Q (-/ iM / ®x	 (2.1-32)
24 u	 L
The energy equivalent joint forces are obtained by differentiating (32)
with respect to joint displacements. This gives,
T	 ^^1
P = c^ N^ D l ^
c2 MTD ^
(2.1-33)
where P indicates the thermal loading vector and
z(7a -- r
The forces given by (33) represent joint forces induced by the tempera-
ture change when the joints are not permitted to move. Thus, stresses
obtained using these forces and releasing the joints must be superimposed
with the implied prestress in accordance with (5). Stress-displaccAe:nt
equations are discussed in more detail in section 2.1.3.
2.1.2.2 Acceleration and Pressure Loading Vectors
The body forces induced by constant accelerations is taken as
IL
	 J	 (2.1-34)
L
_^_PI^^y^^I
I
h
J 	 L r, ^n ^hJ
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where 
f 
is the material density and 9X , j, and Q^ are the linear
accelerations in the local x, y, and z directions. a
Using (34) and (3) in the work integral for body forces, the last
member of equation A-8, and differentiating with respect to ,joint dis-
placements and integrating over the element volume will give the
loading vector for accelerations.
T
F	 ^M a I ,^ -
^ 	 oLo;o
OT Oi0-
(2.1-35)
where /V/^ - 4 
e 
the total mass of the element.
The astute reader will observe that ( 35) is developed assuming the
origin of coordinates lies at the centroid of the Facet. This choice
of origin is selected so that the acceleration potential is stationary
with respect to choice of origin. It is noted that this consideration
was not involved in development of the stiffness matrix. This matrix was
naturally invariant with the location of the origin of coordinates.
The pressure loading vector may be obtained directly from (35) by
letting 	 : C^ . ^,	 1 and ^. ^ 4 where ,p is the pressure
intensity.	 is positive if the pressure acts in the +z direction.
2.1.2.3 Inertia Matrix
For each Facet a number of different mass representations are possible.
To insure that high estimates of frequency are obtained, a potential
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energy formulation of the mass matrix should be used. Since, often
better and always lower frequency estimates are obtained if a finite
difference mass matrix is used with the potential energy stiffness,
both will be presented.
In the potential energy case, the assumed modes are substituted in
the expression for kinetic energy and the result introduced into
Lagrange's equation. The kinetic energy, A 13 given by,
Z w
r C	 i i^ t x^	 ^	 (2.1-36)
where the dot denotes the first time derivative and 
r 
the material
density.
Introducing (3) into (36), assuming the mass is uniformly distributed
over the Facet and lies on the neutral plane, and using Lagrange's
equation leads to the potential energy mass matrix,
I	 I
0 .^- 0
S	 /^
	
101 0	 (2. i-37)F--4--
jvlv.	 0 D10
where
Z3 ^31 ^^z T	 2	 zs Y-31 lz dA
A '[ ;Y3 z- V/ 3 x,?/	 y3a Via X12
A ^/L, 2Z .^3 Y^^y 2 	 /1j
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Let the coordinate axes be principle axes. Then A/a can be written
I -
	
-
tiI 2 2 A3 1 LIO
0t 1 ^3 yj, ^,Z CM^oI
z Ylt Y13 210 Y A, A2 t3
(2.1-38)
It can behow..t that the mass matrix is invariant with rotation of the
coordinate system since the transformation on ///, is negated by the
transformation of the displacements. Furthermore, considering an arbi-
trary triangle, it can be shown algebraically that n'I/i can be written
in the simplified form
AF r2 / /
(2.1-39)
SYM	 Z
A finite-difference mass matrix can be developed and gives for the mass
matrix,
M^ ! 0 0
^,^/^	 = 3
J	 (2.1-40)Y^vJ,
Mass matrix (40) must lead to lower estimates of frequency than (39)
for all resonances and all structures. This is proved by applying
Schwarz' inequality to the expressions for Kinetic energy.
2.1.3 Stress -Displacement Equations
Rather than stresses, stress resultants are of interest. These are the
zeroth and first moment of the stresses obtained by integrating over
28
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the thickness of the element. Thus, the stress resultants, excluding
transverse shears, are defined by
Nx x	 2
6 	 ^
Al^
	 I
"/'	 L
(2.1-41)
where
	 A14, are resultant forces
IVI' Q, are moment resultants
T is a 3 x 3 identity matrix
Using (6), (9), and (12) in (41) and integrating leads to the stress-
displacement relation,
NXX li 'I 	 I	 1 X^
M I(IfI2) 1
x^1/(,t^l	 (2.1- 42)
DCZ
where	 I
Cz
and C^ , and L Z are given by (33).
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The last column of (42) can be regarded as a thermal correction vector.
Similar correction vectors may be developed for the other distributed
loadings; i.e., acceleration and pressure. These are omitted under the
assumption that elements are sufficiently small so that these corrections
are negligible for these loadings.
Transverse shear resultants may be estimated by differentiating moments,
XX
AAY	 (2.1-43)
where Qx and Q are the shear resultants in the xz and yz planes.t
Equation (42) defir s stress resultants satisfying this requirement, but
other choices are possible. Utku7 has considered a number of definitions
for the stress resultants. His studies show that (42) provides satis-
factory estimates of forces and moments. Transverse shears defined by
(43) are often unsatisfactory.
2.1.4 Facet Transformations
Transformations are necessary to write Facet relations in different
coordinate systems. Transformations are required of the Facet gridpoint
coordinates, of forces and deflections, and of stresses and strains.
Coordinates of the Facet may be defined in an overall or the local rec-
tangular cartesian system. The overall coordinate system may be rotated
and translated from the local system which has its x-y plane coincident
30
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with the elastic plane of the Facet. Matrices of coefficients are de-
veloped in the local Facet coordinate system which is rectangular
cartesian, whose x-y plane coincides with the Facet elastic plane, whose
origin is at the centroid of the Facet planform. Transformations of
coordinates are required between the overall or local coordinate systems
to account for axis rotation. Translations can be disregarded.
Forces and displacements may be represented in the local or overall sys-
tem at each gridpoint. To provide for this option, the transformation
from the local to the appropriate final coordinate system is required.
This transformation considers only axis rotations. In addition, trans-
formations are required to impose boundary conditions and represent
load-transf4r at other than the elastic plane. This transformation in-
volves both rotations and translations.
Stress and strain transformations are required to allow the principal
axes of the material to have any orientation with respect to the Facet
sider. Since elastic coefficients are assumed to be based on the local
coordinate system, transformation is required from the material axes to
the local axes for the Facet.
2.1.4.1 Coordinate Transformations
If coordinates are given in the overall coordinate system, a transfor-
mation from the local to overall system must be accom3lished. This
relationship, between coordinates in the local and overall systems, in-
31
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volves the orthogonal matrix S, thus,
y 	 (2.1-44)Z^	 X J f	 ,
,	 is the cosine of the angle between the overall i and local j axis,
17
and
	
are coordinates in the local system whereas X Y Z are coordi-
nates in the overall system.
If the local reference system uses side 1-2 of the Facet as the local
x axis, the direction cosines ;^^^ are defined in the following manner:
For the local x axis
	
XZ-	 = y,	 _.
	
L21	 Syx ^^^ > Six L2.
IL 	 L	 A-/1,	 Zi
where the positive square root is selected.
(2.1-45)
The equation of the reference plane is
, X	 y j?
X,	 y 2?
X	 YZ Z2
y3 z-3
= aX.6Y.ciZ  al= a
(2.1-46)
Writing Equation (46) in normal form gives the direction cosines of a
normal to the plane (i.e., local z-direction).
Q	 ^
° (a 2 6 2 t C Z) '/Z.
(2.1-47)
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The sign of the square root is chosen so that the scalar triple product
of the normal, the reference line (side 1-2), and a line from the local
origin (gridpoint 1) to the reference point (gridpoint 3) is positive,
i.e.,
5x^
4X' _
A3-X)
Sys 5.^^
(2.1-48)
This computation serves to define the positive sense of the normal to
the midplane, and hence, the z axis if the displacements or forces are
desired in the local reference coordinate system. To assure that
adjacent Facets have the same kind of positive z axis, a consistent
method of listing gridpoint numbers must be used. For example, refer-
ring to Figure 2-3, a consistent set of gridpoint numbers for the two
Facets would be
Gridpoint	 Facet	 1	 Facet	 2
First	 9	 54
Second	 10	 100
Third	 100	 10
This order is achieved by ;proceeding counter-clockwise around each Facet.
954
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LOCAL Z AXIS SELECTION
Figure 2-3
Direction cosines for the local y axis are obtained as the components
of the cross product of the normalized vector in the local x direction
and the normalized vector or. the local z direction. Thus
SX^ - SY^, Six - SYxs^^
Jy^ _ ,SXt 5^^.- .Sys ^x
5^ ^ - SX^, ` r^^ - Sxz 'Sy^ (2.1-49)
34
(d) = IVVIU^ (2.1-51)
f P^, ^ = E Wi 7- J'Pj (2.1-54)
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The transformation between the coordinates in the local and overall
coordinate systems will be identical since the S is an orthogonal
matrix, i.e.,
C S ^TIZIy (2.1-50)
2.1.4.2 Force and Deflection Transformations
If the original generalized displacements can be formed from a linear
transformation of a new set of generalized coordinates, i.e.,
N
where Al is the transformation matrix and o/ the new generalized coordi-
nates. Then, equations (1) can be written,
LK]IW]{^/}s ^[K7[^J]^J}+[C)[W]{^} _ 	 (2.1.:2)
Equations (52) are equilibrium requirements for forces written for the
original basis in terms of displacements in the new basis. Transforma-
tion of forces to the new basis is accomplished by
35
(V) = INAO/i (2.1-56)
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This is immediately evident if the invariant form (energy) is examined
from whence the first equation of (52) can be obtained. (See Appendix A).
Then, premultiplying (52) by k1 gives the equilibrium requirements in the
new system as
[W]T[K][W]^dj 
_/_ A [wl[K, ]IWJg} + [Wjr cj .}
I VVI IM/ I [W]('^)
Therefore, a change of basis for forces and displacements requires a
congruent transformation of the elastic stiffness, initial stress stiff-
ness, damping and mass matrices, and a post multiplication of the stress
matrix. Then,
Holonomic displacement or force boundary conditions can be written in the
form (51) or (54). With thus defined, boundary conditions are imposed
by putting the equations of motion in the form (55). Note that in the
special case when a displacement component is fixed, transformation of
forces removes from (52) the equations defining restraint forces.
Three types of continuity may be defined at each gridpoint:
(1) Forces and deflections of one elemem^ mey be made to match
those of the adjacent element at the gridpoint. This is the
normal continuity condition.
(2) Deflections at a joint may be prevented. This is attained by
setting this displacement zero in the equations of motion. The
relevant equation is then of value only if the reaction is required.
36
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(3) A displacement component of one element may not match that
of the neighboring element. This is achieved by letting the
displacement be an independent degree of freedom.
As an example of how these continuity conditions may be used, consider
the imposition of symmetry boundary conditions. Assume that the x-z
plane { . s a plane about which #.he structure and the loading is symmetri-
cally disposed. Then, only half the structure needs to be analyzed.
For points in the x-z plane, it is required that:
 
40uX O> u — U j U # j-	 D O - O (2.1-57)
This is imposed by fixing /// 	 and 02, displacements.
Alternately, assume that the x-z plane is a plane of symmetry for the
structure and asymmetry for the loading. Then, for points on the x-z
plane
4X = p^ a D, = D	 0 9 = D D 0	 (2.1-5$)
These conditions are imposed by fixing L/y , u , and 8
Though the Facet is mathematically an elastic plane, it can be repre-
sented as having thickness by permitting loads to be transferred at
points other than those required to define the elastic characteristics.
These points are called substitute gridpoints. A typical case occurs in
the sandwich crossection represented in Figure 7-4.
37T_
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2
USE OF SUBSTITUTE .:DINTS
Figure 2-4
The elastic planes lie along the lines a, b, and c. Elastic gridpoints
are shown for one end at the left of the figure and numbered one, two,
and three. Thickness of each laminae is represented by transferring
the gridpoint forces at each point in the three elastic planes to the
substitute point four, which may be located anywhere..
The required transformation can be w.itten from equilibrium conditions.
Assuming that gridpoint coordinates, displacements, and forces are in
the same coordinate system for both the substitute and the elastic
point, the relation between forces at any substitute and elastic point
pair is given by
Fs 	O 0 0 0 rE
^ S	 0	 /	 D	 0 0 0 ^y^
J =	 0	 .0	 /	 0 0 0 Ff
it	 0	 S E^ E ys	 0	 (2.1-59)
0 tily	 (EIS	 ^ ^^^
A9 J
 
-Pk -u ) 0 0 0/ys 	T s
where .^"E yE and E are coordinates of the elastic gridpoints and ys ,
VS , 
^S	
coordinates of the substitute gridpoints.
a
b
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Equation (60) is of the form
FS
	
(2.1-60)
where	
T 
is the transpose of the required transformation matrix.
It is convenient to base the acceleration loading vectors c an one "g"
accelerations in the overall x, y, and z directions rather than in t:c
local. This requires a special transformation to be introduced in
Equation (35). The local accelerations are given in terms of the overall
by 
^8ggA	 [jT ^x
where ^JX , q^ and Lj are in the local ani Qx , qy and GJ accelera-
tions in the overall coordinate system and S it the transpose of the
orthogonal matrix defined by (45).
Using (61) in (35) gives the final form of the acceleration loading
vectors
1
57^ )Y(
P = 0 I 0,
_^c l ^, 4 ^	 V y
	
(2.1-62)
0,
where	 lJ7 I	 /J ^ l oc! L 0 0 OJ
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2.1.4.3 Stress and Strain Transformation
In zhe previous sections, it has been implicitly assumed that the material
axes are coincident with the local coordinate axes. If this is not the
case, the stress - strain relation can be transforsaed into the local system.
Let the stress strain relation in the material axes be given by
l°^J °LD^IE
	
(2.1-63)
where.„^^
Vxx	 ^	 EYx
^y	
Eye
and .0 is of the form given in Equation (5).
Consider the equilibrium of the element shown in Figure 2-4. Here the
material and Facet z axes are coincident and the material x-y axes are
rotated from the local axes by an angle !”.
in the two systems is given by
The relation between stresses
(2.1-64)
where
CW I si92d' ^rine^^ V	 D 0NC = S/^3^' C^.r10 - fin ^ J^Z	 ^	 D 0
-sin^'co^^ ^; ^d'^r^' cof =d =s^^=^  0 0
0 0 /	 D D
0 0 o	 cof 0' J1.17r
0 0 0	 sin 6' WS d'
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U.
MATERIAL AND LOCAL AXES
Figure 2-5
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The transformatic.a between strains in the two systems involves a replace-
went of the differentials in the material axes with those in the local
axes (See reference 4). The strains are transformed by
(2.1-65)
where y T is the transpose of N 	 (Note that HT i H-1). Thus, sub-
stituting (65) in (63) and multiplying by// gives
1^^ =	O^[H 1 lE
 ^
	
(2.1-66)
Equation (65) defines the transformation of the elastic coefficients so
that the stress-strain relation in the local coordinat •.;s is defined in
terms of elastic coefficients related to material axes.
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2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF LINE ELEMENT EQUATIONS
This section contains development of the mathematical model representing
the structural behavior of a line element with uniform praperties. In-
ciuded is^development of stiffnes-3, loading, and stress coefficients
and necessary transformations.
The mathematical model for a line element is formed by superimposing
models for axial elongation, torsional rotation, and shearing and bending.
Two types of shearing and bending components are developed. The classi-
cal bending element provides for the analysis of frames and stiffened
structures where the principle resistAnce to bending is provided by the
stiffeners. The shear-bending element provides an element with deforma-
tions which are consistent with those of Facet. Use of Facet and shear-
bending elements together insures bounding the strain energy (and yield-
ing displacements which tend to be too small) for flat surfaces.
The st' °ness coefficients are obtained using assumed displacement
shap.:	 a potential energy approach. In both the classical bending
and shear-bending cases, the final stiffness matrix is a 12 by 12 matrix
of rank 6.
Loading coefficients are developed for distributed loadings using the
assumed displacement functions and the potential energy approach. Load-
ings corresponding, to a temFt:_a,uee varying through the depth and width
but constant over the length, uniform pressure along the length of the
line, and constant accRlerations in the x, 	 and z directions are con-
sidered. Potential energy mass matrices are derived for uniformly
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distributed mass, Coefficients of the resulting loading vectors are
statically equivalent to the actual loads. Stress resultant coefficients
are obtained directly from the stiffness matrix. Values of the coeffi-
cients give stresses at the end points of the line.
The line element is illustrated in Figure 2-6. The "natural coordinate
system", x, y, z, has its origin at one end of the line, its x axis along
the line and its x-y and x-z planes coinciding with principle planes for
moments of inertia. a,-, 44- 
44d 
are displacements along the coordi-
nate axes at end 	 in the x, y, and z directions respectively and Bx',
and ^1
 rotation of the axes at end 
I	
Aright-handed coordi-
p
nate system is used. The local coordinate system is a rectangular car-
tesian system with its x-y plane coincident with the natural system x-y
plane. The origin need not lie on the line nor the x axis coincide with
it. The overall coordinate system is a right-handed rectangular cartesian
system.
2.2.1 Line Element Stiffness Coefficients
Stretching, twisting, and bending and shearing deformations of the line
element are assumed to occur independently. In the next paragraphs,
rod, tube, and beam stiffness coefficients are developed under this
assumption.
2.2.1.2 Rod Stiffness Coefficients
The rod is assumed to be stress-free other than the direct stresses
along its x axis, i.e.,
U-
	
G-
KK — VX	 V)t	 '" O	 (2.2-1)
\y^
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Imposing these constraints on the stress-strain relations, eq. (2.1-5),
the	 stress is expressed in texas of XX by,
Xx z 
Lil X
^	
I^^	 n n	 n
^^^ - v'^	 I 3ice G/^ ^^^ ^22. X13 Q 'ba	 (2.2-2)
X33 PW Dia
VY10.	 04 04
Fcr an isotrop.Lc :"uterial (2) reduces to Young's modulus.
Sub • tituting 'I) and (2) in th, ;:rain energy exp_ession (2.1-17), and
us'-.g the strain-displacement reUtion gives
G, o 	 ^^	
.^ 0 r	 , O 1/'	 (2.2-3)
whet, 44- is the displacemen'.- in the
	
direction and o the element
volume. Assume disp?acemeats vary linearly with the Y coordinate. Then
^x0 
can be written
r
'jG	 Q	 x
where a is the element length.
SOStituting (4) in (3), assuming the crossectional area is constant,
and using Castigliano's theorem produces the load-deformation relation
v- y
Z/,,
ZJ
X2 f	 xz
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where /X  is the force at end 	 in the 1 direction,
is the crossectional area resisting axial stress,
ti
and 	 is given by (2).
2.2.1.3 Tube Stiffness Coefficients
The tube is assumed to be stress -free except for shear stresses in the
x-z plane. The development of the load-deflection relation parallels
that for the rod. It is based on a linear variation of rotation with
the ly coordinate and an isotropic material in shear. The equation
corresponding to (5) is
OX,
Mxz	 i	 exl	 (2.2-6)
where	 /^XJ' is the twist moment at end about the X axis
v
032 — 404j Q, by assumption
is the effective torsional rigidity (polar moment of
the crossection for cylinders)
2.2.1.4 Classical Beam Stiffness Coefficients
The classical beam deformations are obtained from the exact solution to
the Timoshenico beam equations under the assumption of end loading only.
This model considers the superposition of two " springs" in series --- a
spring of pure bending and a spring of pure shear. The deflections of
the line for bending about the 
Y 
axes are given by McCalley 6 as,
i
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2	 2	 2
^,	 (GZ Q	 ^^ )j Q R	 J J
• x^;^^	 t	 3	 Z
x — .A (2.2-7)
5
where 1i is the uniform crossectional moment of inertia and 4 1the
uniform effective Brea deforming in shear. With deformations in th's
form, integration of strain-energy over the crossection is already
implied. Therefore, (7) is introduced in the potential energy expression
integrated over the length, and differentiated with respect to the dis-
placements to define the load deformation relations. These operations
produce,
1F,	 ^; 2 Q
F2
AUZO	 fy
_z 4 ^ u. l
z a u^ (2.2-8)
These results can also be produced directly from equilibrium considerations.
A similar result can be written for bending about the axes, combining
t^
this result with (8) and rearranging terms provides the force-deformation
relation for the classical beam.
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^,	 1p, o	 0
44^
o a ^k ak, o ^,
0 0	 ^^
"' Z
^,^ o o ^^ ^ B3Z
2.^, a^ o 3Z1 ^ 2
4.70
(2.2-9)
where
^/ 1
a3(1.4-
= a2
2	 .^
2
A	
A.
D, I
AU ^x a 2y	 y Z
^iS	 66 P55-
0
D ^f
^/yz
A2
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2.2.1.5 Shear 3eam Stiffness Coefficients
The shear beam l•3 stiffness coefficients are based on the assumed defor-
mation shape for bending about the	 axis,
^y2^ ^ (au,^ a (eye ^,)^
0	 2	 (2.2-10)j/.
	 3	 y
where	 Q is the beam length.
Comparing ( 10) and (2.1-1.) and (2.1-2) it can be seen that deformations
of both the beam and the facet vary linearly. Writing the total energy
as the sum of the bending and shear energies, integrating over the
uniform crossection and along the length of the line and using Castigliano's
t' orem dives the load deflection relation,
X	 D Ax	 (2.2-11)
FZ 	Q	
^^ Z
A442Q;
^A
A/,fyM.	 a 9721
A similar result can be written for bending about the 
01- 
axis. Combining
this with ( 11) and rearranging terms gives, (2.2-12).
n	 A;.
^,	 ^	 Q 4 Q
	 Q ^ — Qx^ 	 (,'	 o
F,	 o Q —	 D	 D I
d —	
_.Ax dX ^ 
p0 0 	 .^ 
^
^ 0 D *41" -2
FZ
''( Z 	=
^z
S5
Q
0
AX^2
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^ Q
a^ ^ ,^ D 0
4^^^ 0 0
4 0fsa, i
2 ^^IAx
A.,^. ,^ ^DIy Q
Q	 ^.	 yz
0 p '^^ za' U^a
2.2.1.6 Total Element Stiffnesses
The total element stiffness consists of a summation of matrices. In the
case of the classical beam, the summation includes eqs. (5), (6), and
(9). For the shear-bending beam, the summation includes (5), (6), and
(12). The classical beam element should be used in analyses of all
frame systems. The shear-bending element should be used for parts of the
structures where ?Facet is used since dL , placement continuity will then
be maintained.
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2.2.2 Line Element Loading Vectors
The loading vectors corresponding to distributed loads can be obtained
from the loading conditions. In this section loading vectors are de-
veloped for thermal, acceleration and pressure environments. Potential
energy mass matrices are obtained. The mass and pressure are assumed
uniformly distributed along the length. Temperature is assumed to be
constant over the length and vary through the depth and width of the
element.
2.2.2.1 Thermal Loading Vector
If the ends of the element are clamped, temperature changes from the
fabrication temperature induce reactive forces and moments at the re-
straints. These generalized forces constitute the components of the
loading vector to be imposed on --he structure. For the temperature
distribution assumed, the reactions can be written.
f,	 All A T
N1 Z	 I T	 (2.2-13)
where A is the crossectional area in the x-y plane, /o , the constant
temperature change along the length, F the effective temperature
gradient through the depth and the effective gradient over the width
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of the element. Note that these forces .lo not imply that the temperature
necessarily varies linearly over the width or depth. The generalized
forces are expressed in terms of the microscopic values by the relations
(2.2-14)
/^ ' = A , oC T ' aO
It is also noted that
^
 the dermal loading ector is applicable :o both8	 PP
the classical and shear -bending beams.
2.2.2.2 Acceleration and Pressure Loading Vectors
For uniformly distributed mass, the displacement functions (4) and (7)
or (10) and equation (A-8) lead to the following gridpoint forces,
r, 2 o D
/ o 
o
(2.2-15)
xzFZ o ^	 o
z O D	 /
where is the total mass of the beam and,
^'i are acceleration components in the local coordinate
system.
There are no gridpoint moments for the shear -beam. The classical beam
gives the gridpoint moments,
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^Z
	o	
(2.2-16)
WJz)	 LO -^ p
The pressure loading vetors for the two beams can be obtained from (108)
and (16) by selecting ^_ q^=
 ^, and QX =^^ = 0.B Q	 ^f
2.2.2.3 Inertia Matrix
The inertia matrix consists of contributions from the rod, tube, and
beam elements. The mass is assumed to lie on a line along the neutral
axis of the element. Using the rod displacement function, substitution
of the kinetic energy in Lagrange ' s equation leads to the rod inertia
loading matrix
F,
(2.2-17)
X2
Similarly, using the displacement function for the classical beam, the
inertia loading matrix is
2/
77 ,/
	 (2.2-18)
uYL
Z/2 Z
j^J	 L
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144 = N1^^=
;WWI _ IR14 .
lf7gl R,R
Ry =MWs
Ms = ^s8
where M, - /^Iz
Z	 Z
4- 
4?	 13)
C	 ^ 5	 ki6 2 ^! fl 5 x	 ^x 7o5^aZ	 ^3 _ 1077
N 2^ /o X 35 )a _ M3z = ;W23
	
f	 70 / "X	 6.	 ll
^3^	 (2.2-19)A n
	
f 9	 )Q d =	 —X i0 x X20 X R72 467
S/0^ 4?G a	 ^d3 ^ 36
	
X. ^x /40 ) 	 — 467S 
^^ X 10 2/4 )a	 M76 M7
with ^^ subscripts replaced by I't
Using the displacement function for the shear-bending beam, its inertia
loading matrix is found to be
2 0 0
	
l 0 Q 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0/YI =	 0 0 0 0 0	 (2.2 -20)2 0 0 0
z00
0 0
fry.	 0
There is no inertia matrix due to mass for the torque tube because the
mass is assumed to lie on the twist axis. Therefore, the total mass
matrix consists of (17) and either (18) and (19) or (20).
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2.2.3 Line Element Stress Displacement Equations
Stress resultants for the ends of the line element are obtained directly
from the product of the element stiffness matrices and the displacements,
N„ l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D '
M,, 0 0 0 / 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A,
M^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fix,
y' 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/; c2.2-21)
o r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00066-
^ 3 o00 0000 OO LAIZ 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 D 0 0 I 0M33 j LO 00 0 0 0 0 0000/
where the stiffness matrix is the total stiffness matrix,
Nll	 Normal force in x direction, ends 1 and 2
M11	 Twisting moment, x vector, ends 1 And 2
M22	 Bending moment y vector, end 1
V2	Shear force in x-z plane
J3
	Shear force in x-y plane
M33	 Bending moment, z vector, end 1
M2 2
	Bending moment, y vector, end 2
M33
	Bending ^^m
//
oment,z^vector, end 2
Note that
	 , , /i . and /_; are defined only at end one of the line.
At the other end, values of these quantities are of the same magnitude
and opposite sign.
2.2.4 Line Element Transformations
Two types of transformations are necessary for the line element. Trans-
formations are required of line element gridpoint coordinates and of
forces and deflections.
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Coordinates of the line element may be given in an overall or local rec-
tangular cartesian system. The local system has its x•-y plane coincident
with a principal plane of the element. Matrices of coefficients are
developed in the natural rectangular cartesian coordinate system which
in addition to having its x-y plane coincident with a principal plane has
the x axis lying along the line. The transformations required between
the overall and local axes and the natural axis are a degenerate form of
those for the Facet given in 2.1.4.1.
Forces and displacements may be represented in the local or overall system
at each gridpoint. To provide for this option, the transformation from
the natural to the appropriate final coordinate system is required.
These transformations and transformations to impose boundary conditions
which represent joint eccentricities are degenerate forms of the trans-
formations for the Facet given in 2.1.4.2.
Elastic coefficients for the line element are referenced to the natural
coordinate system. Thus, no stress and strain transformation is required.
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SECTION 3
SAMIS LINK THEORY AND USE
IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SAMIS contains program links for performing all the steps in nredicting
static structural response and undamped resonances. The principal
steps are listed in the first column of Table 3-1. The first step in-
volves generating stiffness, stress, and loading coefficients for each
element of the structure. The element stiffness coefficients are added
to form the stiffness coefficients for the entire structure. For the
same reason, loading coefficients are added.
In general, boundary conditions are imposed on the unrestrained struc-
tural representation by defining conditions on the displacements. These
restraints require a congruent transformation of the stiffness and mass
matrices and a premultiplication of other loading vectors.
If the analyst desires, he may introduce changes to the matricee to re-
flect experimental or theoretical data. These changes are read in and
additions and/or subtractions used to change matrix coefficients. Dis-
placements are found by solving the load-deflection relations. This is
a set of linear, homogeneous, simultaneous equations involving the square,
sy.ne
 ric and positive Oefinite restrained stiffness matrix and the re-
strained loading vectors. Element stresses are obtained by premultiply-
ing the displacements by the elemer stress matrices.
A symetric dynamic matrix is developed by d-fini ng a transformation
based on either the restrained stiffness or mass matrix. The change of
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coordinates regjir ,:s performing a congruent transformation of the stiff-
ness matrix. After obtaining modes and frequencies in the transformed
coordinate system, modal displacements are converted back to the original
basis by a matrix multiplication,.
The second column of Table 3-1 indicates where further explanation of SAMIS
implementation can be found for each analysis step. The third column de-
fines the principal links used performing the analysis steps. In each
step, the ADDS, SUBS, WASH, FLIP, MULT, and CHOL links may also be re-
quired if matrices are partitioned.
The basis for calculations for most of the complicated operations can be
found in mathematical reference books such as references 1 and 2. There-
fore, descriptions in the paragraphs that follow are oriented toward the
appication of the techniques to structural analysis.
3.1 WASH MULTIPLICATION (WASH)
Wash multiplication is a special multiplication provided to simplify de-
leting or extracting partitions from a matrix or scaling elements of a
partition. It yields a matrix C as the result of A operating on B,
i.e.,
[(f] _ [A] op[ B ]	 (3-1)
The operation is designed to partition and perform the congruent multiplication
[C]	 (3-2)
when A is a diagonal matrix.
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To reduce input, there are five modes of operation. To explain these,
consider the matrix
^^I,B11 B1,Z
The results of the Wash operation for several A matrix inputs and modes
are given below:
A Output C Output
Row Column Value node Values Operation
1 1 2.0 0 4B11' 2B 12' 2B21 ,	 B22 Scaling
1 1 0.0 0 B22 Deletion
1 4* 2.0 1 2B11' 2B 12' B21 , B22 Scaling
1 1 2.0 2
4B11' 2812'
2B21 Extraction
1 3* 1.0 2
B11' B12 Extraction
3* 1 1.0 2
B11' B21 Extraction
1 2 2.0 2 2B11, 4B 12 , 2B22 -extraction
1 1 3.0 3 9B11' B 12' B21 ,	B22 Scaling
1 2 2.0 3 Bill 4B 12' B21' B22 Scaling
1 1. 5.0 4 25B11 Extraction
1 2 2.0 4 4B12 Extraction
* Note that these column numbers match none of the column numbers of
the B matrix.
The congruent transformation (2) arises whenever a change of coordi-
nates is made. Consider the strain energy expression (A-5).
a 7 Z[ V J[Kjv^
f v) = [A17) (3-4)
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If the old displacements are linear functions of the new they can be
written
where the Aij are constants and A is a rectangular matrix. Substitu-
ting (4) in (3) gives
a- /	 A] 
_/^] [AXVI2 LvJ1 R (3-5)
Thus, the stiffness matrix is changed to a new basis by a congruent
transformation. Similarly, initial stress, damping, and mass matrices
involve congruent transformations. The loading transformation to the
new coordinate system involves a single matrix multiplication,
[ 'RV)jAIT (3-6)
The primary use of a coordinate change is in imposing boundary con-
ditions. An holonomic set in forces and/or displacements can be re-
duced to the form (4). In the special but frequently occurring case
when displacement components are fixed at the gridpoints (including the
idealized end conditions of simple supports and fixity), the matrix A
is a diagonal matrix.
3.2 CHOLESKI'S METHOD (CHOL)
Choleski's method is a procedure for solving a set of simultaneous
equations. The process consists of a triangular decomposition and
tp I = [/( ,J(V) (3-7)
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solution of two sets of simultaneous equations for which the square ma-
trix is ir'tially of triangular fcrm.
Consider the equations
where K is a square, symmetric matrix, the P matrix coefficients arP
known and unknown. Then, if K is positive definite it can always be
decomposed in the form
[K] = LUIrIU]
	
(3-8)
Where U is an upper triangular matrix, i.e., U takes the form
ail U12 u/3 • u^^
0 4123 02
^ ^ ^f33
 • • , L/3„/
' (3-9)
The 'J
 can be found directly by solving the equations (8). Substi-
tuting (8) in (7) gives
where t V ) = [ u]{V }
	
(3-11)
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Then (10) can be solved for j/ and (11) subsequently solved for the un-
known 3 since U and UT must be non-singular.
This algorithm conserves storage apace. Since K is symmetric, only the
upper (or lower) half of K needs to be stored. U is upper triangular
and can r eplacc K as it is generated. With U available, the unknown
can replace the P components. Similarly, the unknown V can replace
the	 .
This method also is economical of machine time because it takes advan-
tage of matrix symmetry aid sparcity. The number of calculations for a
large full matrix equals n3 where n is the matrix order. The usual Gauss-
Jordan elimination disregarding symmetry would require n 3/3 operations.
The method is well suited for structural analysis. Stiffness matrices
are generally sparse matrices. The algorithm is easily modified so that
variable bandwidth operations are performed and additional storage space
thereby saved. In this form, all the non-zero elements are contained in
a band near the diagonal. The bandwidth is defined as either the number
of columns to the right of the diagonal or number of rows below the di-
agonal or numher of rows below the diagonal within which all the non-zero
elements are contained. The bandwidth of any row in the K matrix is the
same as that of the corresponding row in the UT matrix,  as long as the
bandwidth does not decrease more than one element for each successive row.
In the process of forming the diagonal elements of the decomposed matrix,
square roots are taken. If any of these arguments are negative, the ma-
trix cannot be positive definite. On the other hand, the stiffness matrix
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must be positive definite, if the system is conservative. Therefore, if
a Choleski decomposition can be performed in solving the simultaneous
equations, then the mathematical model being analyzed represents a con-
servative system.
The Choleski process can also be used to solve simultaneous equations
even when the square matrix is not symmetric or positive definite. Con-
sider the equation
EPI ° EA1(vj	 (-12)
where the V/ are unknown. Multiplying both sides of the equation by the
t:l,-anspose of the A matrix and solving for the
[A If PI = [ A] [Alf vj
{ 3 } =
 LArA] -lCA]{P}
[ATIAT114,O)
A {v) [A]
V,, , it is found that
(3-i3)
(3-14)
If the matrix A is nonsingular, 4r.-4 will be positive definite and sym-
metric. Thus, the matrix arithmetic routines can be used to put
(12) in the form (13) and the Choleski process used to obtain the V- of
equation (14). Though this approach looks inefficient, it is competitive
with direct Gauss-Jordan elimination solution of (12) because advantage
is taken of the symmetry (and sparcity) of d r4 .
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To illustrate decomposition, consider the stiffness matrix of a straight
uniform segment string with three gridpoints between the pinned ends; the
stiffness matrix is given by
(3-15)
Equation (S) gives for U
(3-16)
Comparing (15) and (16) it can be seen that the form of the band has been
preserved in the decomposition:
The ordering of the equations affects the number of equations that can be
handled in a given space. Thus , if the first two rows and columns of (15)
are interchanged, K becomes
E^ z
Eel
	
Z 0	 ( 3-17)
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and in this case, all elements on and to the right of the diagonal must
be stored. To maximize the number of equations to be handled in core
(and hence reduce machine time), it is desirable to have small bandwidth
and few zero elements in the band.
The bandwidth growth is controlled by the numbering sequence chosen for
the gridpoints and the topology of the problem. The stiffness matrix
for a Facet provides non-zero terms at and between all gridpoints bound-
ing the Facet. With this knowledge it is easy to determine how the
bandwidth will vary for a given problem.
The plot in Figure 3-1 provides an illustration of how the gridpoint
numbering affects the band. The variable band matrix lies between the
dotted lines. A quick way to determine the number of elements within
the band is the tabular method shown in the figure. In the first col-
umn are listed the gridpoint numbers, in the second column, the largest
difference between each gridpoint number and its adjacent higher grid-
point number in the system. In the third column is the number of ele-
ments in the row. This number is one greater than the element in the
second column or one less than the number in the third column which
precedes it, whichever is greater. Thus, the bandwidth at point 9 for
case A is the greater of 4 or 5, i.e., 5. Summing the elements in the
third column gives the number of elements in the band matrix.
The figure shows four gridwork numbering schemes and the number of
elements for each. It can be seen that three schemes require about the
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GRAPHICAL SOLUTION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Node Numbers
/	 2	 3	 ---1
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	 X LX l
X X^	
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Case A	 3
L_
6 9 8	 X X	 X ^_,	 Band Matrix	 5X X
	 X L_, Contains 60 ElementsX	 X	 X L- -1	 6
	
^X	 X X X X L-1	 7
	
Case A	 LX.---X 	 X X _  8i X X	 X	 9
X X	 X ^_	 10
LX	 X	 X L__	 11
U I
	
X X X X L__112
TABULAR SOLUTIONS
/	 2	 3	 //	 4	 12	 /	 4	 9	 2	 /	 6
4	 5	 3	 5
zz
	 3 S
6	 B	 2	 6	 2	 /?_	 7 
	
K
0 
/	
9 7	
K< 
	 e
/^
	
12	 '^	 /0	 8	 13	 5	 /0	 13	 12	 9	 13
	
Case A	 Case B	 Case C	 Case D
	
Node A	 Band	 A	 Band
	
0	 Band	 Band
	
1	 5	 6	 8	 9	 3	 4	 5	 6
	
2	 5	 6	 9	 10	 5	 6	 5	 6
	
3	 5	 6	 8	 9	 4	 5	 4	 5
	
4	 3	 5	 8	 9	 5	 6	 7	 8
	
5	 3	 4	 7	 8	 5	 6	 6	 7
	
6	 5	 6	 7	 8	 4	 5	 5	 6
	
7	 5	 6	 6	 7	 5	 6	 5	 6
	
8	 5	 6	 5	 6	 4	 5	 4	 5
	
9	 3	 5	 1	 5	 3	 4	 4	 5
	
10	 3	 4	 0	 4	 3	 4	 3	 4
	
11	 1	 3	 0	 3	 2	 3	 2	 3
	
12	 1	 2	 0	 2	 1	 2	 0	 2
	
13	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
	
Elements	 60	 81	 57	 64
JOINT NUMBERING EFFECT ON BAND
Fig. 3-1
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same space while the second is much less efficient. This is typical of
the numbering problem. It suggests that only a little thought needs to
be devoted to choosing the numbering scheme to arrive at a reasonable num-
bering. Though the numbering problem could be handled by the computer,
it does not appear to be a justifiable procedure.
3.3 CHOLESKI DECOMPOSITION AND INVIMSION (CHIN)
The Chin subprogram includes a Choleski decomposition and inversion of
the decomposed triangular matrix. A discussion of the decomposition is
given in 3.2. The calculation of the inverse can also be done in vari-
able bandwidth form but, in general, requires additional space. The
inverse matrix tr 1 is found directly by solving the equations
[u)[uT ` = [z7	 (3-18)
where I is the identity matrix and U  the triangular decomposition of K.
There are two applications for this operation in structural analyses.
One is for static problems, the other for dynamic. In the static case,
the CHIN link provides an economical way of obtaining an influence matrix.
Since
[UPTIU] ° [/s]
then [ , ` 1-/ lal 	 r 	 (3-19)
and noting that
[UrY = I alr
[ ^Ivl = WX yl-^ (3-20)
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The transpose of U-1 can be taken and a multiplication performed to find
the inverse of K.
In the dynamics problem, CAIN provides the transformation required to
generate a symmetric dynamic matrix. The dynamic equations are
where M is the square positive definite mass matrix and the dots denote
time derivatives. Assuming sinusoidal motion ( 20) becomes
[KRV) =. 0) 1- 1 141 f Ve ^	 (3-21)
where W is the resonant frequency. Now let
W = [a]-i
f 
17)	 (3-22)
where UtU = K and UU 1 = I	 (3-23)
then (21) can be written
14- 1 [all v1 = w 2 CM1[U7{c}	 irzu
Multiplying (24) by (U 1T ) gives
[U 9 [Hl [c1J"'{v} _ „f LG l 7 [Ml M i V)	 (3-25)
[/Ovi = (10 ^ (3-26)
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But, from (23), the left hand side of (25) is the identity matrix. Since
M is symmetric, the right hand side is symmetric. This is the required
symmetric dynamic matrix. Note that (22) must be used to transform dis-
placements to the original system. Note also that K must be positive
definite in order to decompose and invert the matrix as indicated in (23).
If M is a diagonal matrix and non-singular, the roles of M and K can be
reversed. In this case, WASH multiplication can be used to generate the
left hand side of (25).
3.4 SEIDEL ITERATION (ITER)
Seidel iteration is an iterative method for solving simultaneous equations.
If it is required to solve the equations
for V , then to state the Seidel algorithm concisely, it is convenient
to reformulate (26) as
ILr- i- -,
 ^lfv.^ = f^ (3-27)
where I is the identity matrix, L a lower triangular matrix with a null
diagonal, U a similar upper triangular matrix, and P the P after normal-
ization indicated. Then, Seidel iteration can be stated in the form of
a recursion relating successive values i and i + 1 of the unknown
V vector.
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[ V ) = ^V ^ f 4 [( ,Z^ 4 F	 - [ _U
where f is the overrelaxation factor and the subscript denotes the iter-
ation number.	 is one in the iteration process originally defined by
Seidel. 3. It can be proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for
convergence of the iteration is that the matrix K shall be positive definite.
%ben	 is greater than one, Seidel iteration is termed extrapolated Seidel
iteration or successive overrelaxation. The improved economy of this ap-
proach is well known. , 5, 6 An understanding of the role of
	 is ob-
tained by writing the recursion in the form of an eigenvalue problem.
This is done by defining an error vector equal to the difference between
the final vector and the most recent one, i.e. i = - 3i where the sub-
script denotes the iteration number (f = final. Then the iteration (28)
can be written
a { E }^+^ LI- ^ LJ ^^ l!- (s iJl^{F}^ a [E^^ E
 }^  C3-29)
where E is the iteration matrix and C the error vector.
The optimum value (, is defined as that which minimizes the largest latent
root of the iteration matrix. Young s
 has proven if the matrices possess
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property A and are in their consistent ordering* that the iteration con-
verges for O '<	 < 2 . The optimum relaxation factor is then re-
lated to the maximum latent root by
_2^	 -	 2
	 (3-30)
where	 is the value of the overrelaxation factor associated with r1p .
Though most structural problems involve mAtrices that do not possess prop-
erty A, co. (30) ha3 been successfully used to determine the optimum over-
elaxrat,ion fac-;or and is	 basis used in the ITER link for determining f^C.
The bb,- -i,, algorithm use( .a .. .codification of the one proposed by Carrel.
It coneiats of the fallowing steps:
1. Let the overrelaxation factor equal one and perform one cycle
of iteration to establish an initial vector7.
2. Determine the optimum relaxation factor by performing /L
iterations with 
\ = 
1.4. After each cycle of iteration an
estimate of the maximum latent root is obtained by
r 
ti 
fi* 1 Ink,
	
(3-31)
* A matrix has property A if there exists two disjoint sets S and T of W
the first N integers such that the union of S and T is W and if a.. + 0
and j + i. either i is an element of S and j of T or i an element oil
 T and
j of S. The ordering is consistent if for an ordering vector bq, , when-
ever ai . + 0 and qi q. the ith row follows the jth row in the ordering,
and whenever aij + 0 and q i qj the nth row follows the ith.
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where nk is a measure of the norm of the kth error vector. This
is defined as the arithmetic sum of the residuals {P)- 1'<J{31,
A- is taken as the number of iterations required until (31) dif-
fers by less than one part in one thousand for each successive
iteration. The optimum relaxation factor is then determined from
(30). Step 2 is omitted for the second and succeeding vectors
in {P} and the factor from the first vector used.
3. Perform 4 iterations using the optimum relaxation factor.
is either the iteration limit or the number of cycle3 to obtain
a stated number of figures of accuracy. The accuracy obtained
is defined by
Accuracy = Current Residual Norm
Maximum Residual Norm
	
(3-32)
The maximum residual is selected by comparing the norm of the
residual at th* end of each cycle with the previous maximum.
Seidel iteration has some advantages for structural analyses. It is easily
programmed, and takes advantage of matrix sp< rcity, and is efficient when
few loading cases are of interest. Therefore, it economically provides
the capability to solve large sets of simultaneous equations. The pro-
cess must converge since the stiffness and flexibility matrices must be
positive definite. When it fails to converge, analysis of the iteration
vectors will usually define the nature of t'te error in formulation of the
problem.
The economy of the process compared with Choleski's method is problemati-
cal, but the method can lead to smaller manipulation errors. The number
(3-33)
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of cycles of iteration depends on the maximum latent root of the iteration
matrix as shown in Fig. 3-2. This curve can be used to determine whether
additional iteration cycles are economically reasonable. These curves
are based on the theoretical convergence rate and are confirmed by the
numerical results shown. The number of cycles of iteration required is
defined by
where C is the number of cycles; D, the number of significant digits re-
quired, and ,q m the maximum latent root of the iteration matrix. It is
noted that starting iteration with a good guess has little effect on the
number of cycles required.
The value of the latent root is not known a priori, unfortunately. How-
ever, experience indicates that iteration is more attractive than direct
methods for large order matrices of high density and large order wide band
matrices of low density within the band. The density of the matrix is
measured by the number of none zero elements divided by the maximum num-
ber of elements. Figure 3-2 includes information showing experience
in solving typical structures. The accuracy of the iteration is ?.united
by the accuracy retained in calculating the residuals, 0 = [XXV)
3.5 CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS (ROOT)
Jacobi's method 218 is incorporated in the ROOT link. It is the purpose
of this link to obtain the characteristic roots and vectors of a symmetri-
cal matrix.
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The method hinges on the fact that a similarity transformation does not
change the characteristic roots of a matrix, i.e., given a matrix K of
order t7 and with n roots, the characteristic roots are defined by the
zeros of
ETI - [KII = 0	 (3-34)
Applying a similarity transformation
a [sl[sl ^ [s][K][sl ^ = a [z] - [s][K][s]"'^ = o (3-55)
since S is an orthogonal matrix (ST = S-1 ). Then the roots of K are the
same as those of S K S 1.
Jacobi's method  consists of imposing successive similarity transfor-
mations until S K S 1 is reduced to a diagonal matrix. The vectors of
S are then the modal v ctors of the matrix. A principal advantage of the
approach is that modal vectors are orthogonal even when multiple roots
occur. The theoretical disadvantage in efficiency compared with Given's
method  (a factor of 20) is not realized in practice due to added com-
plexity of logic for Given's method (the factor is about 2 in praetice).
The method is described and compared with others in reference 8.
Roots obtained by this process are subject to error due to overflow or
underflow during calculations. Overflow occurs when a number is greater
than the largest number the computer can handle. Underflow occurs when
the number is smaller than the smallest number the machine can handle.
I/V1XV) (3-36)
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Smaller roots obtained may be invalid due to underfloor or the inability
to carry enough significant figures. This should be suspected when the
spread between exponents of the roots exceeds eight, the number of signi-
ficant figures carried on the IBM 7094. When this occurs, the lower roots
can be obtained by using CHIN to invert the matrix and obtaining the re-
ciprocal roots.
Several techniques are available for obtaining the characteristic roots
and vectors for a matrix that is too large for the ROOT link. The tech-
niques considered here consist of ways of approximating the lower roots.
Repeated application of these processes can yield as many accurate modes
for the system as the maximum number of roots that can be obtained from
the ROOT link.
One technique consists of taking advantage of gridpoints with no mass
loading. Repeating the dynamic equation (15),
If a number of rows and columns of M are null, then (36) can always
be visualized in the partitioned form
z
// e12, V	 "i/, D
/f k A 0 Q V,	 (3-37)
where M11 is square, symmetric, and positive definite. From this point
there are two ways to obtain a dynamic matrix of the same order as Mill
X' ff V,	 02. (3-38)
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First, the second set of equations of (37) can be solved for
	 and
the result substituted in the first set of equations giving
Then the equations can be treated as described in Section 3.3 4,o obtain
a symmetric dynamic matrix. Secondly, the equations (37) can be solved
directly for the displacements for the non-null vectors on the right hand
side (using CHOL or ITER) giving
[/(7 /KZl/k2 	 //A^(3-39)
 
111 /	 ^f J /r'/
`then, the first set of equations can be separated and the transformation
(22) used. In thin case, the equation becomes
 Z [U7] [e 	 '61-1/	 z	
o
	 (3-40)
since as before, A = M 	 therefore Mil U / = U 7-
Another procedure for extracting roots is based on partitioning the
matrix. Consider the equations (37), with X22 0, as two separate
systems:
_	 2r	
ll
^ I K	 W	 ^^ 3,j	 (3-41)
[e 2.22. ] [ 1/
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Then the characteristic roots of each system can be established inde-
pendently. Selecting the lower roots and vectors from each system, two
transformations are defined.
l 3 f - [Ajl(=^
0 (3-42)
Where Al and A2 have more columns than rows. Imposing (42) on the origi-
nal set of equations gives the constraine d^  set
T!/ fly ^/ x11/1 HZ ^ ^ W Z Aj T^/,' ^/ D	 3/
AZTi` f^ ^T^ A^. 3 y	 ? V	 (3-43)Z/ l	 2 ZZ	 L
Note that because Al and A2 are rectangular, the order of (43) is less
than that of (37).
The roots of (43) provide estimates of the lower resonances of the sys-
tem (37). It can be proven that the estimates cannot be lower than those
of the original system.
On the basis of the characteristic vectors of the constrained system,
a new transformation (42) can be written and the process repeated until
the lower roots are as close as desired to the lower roots of the com-
plete system.
Partitioning of the equations into the two systems can be arbitrary or
based on the geometry of the structure. A description of the use of the
method using partitioning based on the geometry is given in Ref. 9 and 10.
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3.6 MATRIX ARITHMETIC LINKS
The operations performed by ADDS, SUBS, AND MULT result in addition,
subtraction, or multiplication of two matrices. Because operations
a:e performed with coded elements, the routines can be used for other
purposes.
The ADDS links forms a list consisting of all the elements in both
input matrices. This list is then ordered in the sequence of increas-
ing code. If two or more elements have a common code, these elements
are added. The SUBS routine multiplies all the elements of the second
ratrix by -1.0 and performs the ADDS operations.
In addition to matrix addition, ADDS and SUBS can be used to augment a
matrix with additional rows and/or columns or to increase or decrease
specific elements of a matrix.
The MULT routine takes all the elements with any given row code from the
multiplier matrix and all the elements with any given column code from
the multiplicand. Products of the vector components are taken whenever
the column code of the multiplier corresponds with the row code of the
multiplicand. These products are coded with the row code of the multi-
pli.ei and column code of the multiplicand. Elements with the same final
codes are added.
In addition to matrix multiplication, this routine can be used to extract
from a matrix any rows or columns times scalars, or to reassign matrix
row or column numbers in a matrix.
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SECTIuN 4
ERRORS IN FINITE EUMNT ANALYSES
Because the computations in finite element analyses are deceptively
simple, it is easy to fall into the trap of committing errors and then
becoming disillusioned with the method. This section of the document
will present a discussion of the errors that can b? encountered. Hav-
ing been warned of the difficulties, the analyst will be prepared to
avoid the pitfalls and better evaluate the meaningfulness of his results.
The five basic steps in the finite element analysis are illustrated in
Fig. 4-1. In the first step a mesh is defined for the given structure.
Definition of the mesh here consists of placing gridpoints on the struc-
ture between which the strings of the mesh which are imagined to be stretched.
For the Facet representation, flat triangular sheets are imagined to
stretch between gridpoints.
The second step of the analysis is to make fictitious cuts in the struc-
ture and to map the structure onto the mesh. In the mapping process the
structural geometry is deformed to comply with the mesh shape and geometry.
For the beam shown, the curved beam is cut into segments and mapped onto
the folded, straight line geometry.
The third step in the analysis consists of defining mathematical models
for each of the structure's components. These models express the load--
deflection relationships for each element. The models can be derived
using finite differences, variational approaches, analogs or from experi-
mental data. The generality of the model is limited by the endurance of
the theoretician and the programmer.
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1.	 Define a mesh for the given structure.
2. Make fictitious cuts and map the structure onto the mesh.
3. Define a mathematical model for each component.
OR tvj 41 
-/
llkltvi = ^fl	 j	 I	 ^-r
4. "Fasten" components together.
iff](A] = f p]
 
Oa, lA] = [S]tP,
5. Solve simultaneous equations, obtain determinate, evaluate
eigenvalues.
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS STEPS
Fig. 4-1
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The fourth step in the analysis consists of fastening the components of
the structure together to form the mathematical model of the complete
structure. In this step the representation of each of the components are
used. The results of combining the components are the load-deflection re-
lationships for the complete structure.
The final step in the finite element analysis involves the calculations
required for predicting structure behavior. Included in this step are
the solution of simultaneous equations to predict displacement of stresses,
evaluation of the determinate to predict buckling loads, and evaluation
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors to represent the buckling or resonance
response of the structure. Other calculations may involve the integration
of simultaneous differential equations to predict the dynamic response of
the structure or evaluation of roots of polynomials to define the dynamic
stability of a structural system.
There are three types of errors that are encountered in the analysis. These
are the idealization, discretization and manipulation errors. Idealiza-
tion errors are involved in forming the mathematical model of the structure.
The discretization error is induced by replacing the continuous structure
by a number of finite elements. The manipulation errors are encountered
only in the numerical calculations.
In the next paragraphs are presented the causes, nature, types and methods
of reducing errors of the idealization, discretization, and manipulation
classifications.
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4.1 IDEALIZATION ERRORS
Idealization errors may be classified by how they are induced, Geo-
metric errors, lumped pare..-eter errors, anisotropy errors and errors in
approximating the boundary conditions define the classes of idealization
errors. All of these errors are induced by limitations of the idealized
model. Hence, in principle, the idealization error can be entirely elimi-
nated by broadening the generalization of the mathematical model. =n prac-
tice, the absolute magnitude of the idealization error is difficult to
evaluate. Independent caluclations based on different limited models call
be used, however, to estimate the relative importance of the error. This
phenomenological approach was used by Archer and Samson. 1 Model test data
or independent theory provide a suitable means for obtaining an estimate
of the absolute error.
For a given number of gridpoints, the magnitude of the geometric error is
dependent upon the choice of the gridpoint locations. Errors are induced
in representing the surface area of the structure, the length of the dis-
tance between gridpoints and the volume included within the gridwork en-
velope. The envelope of the structural representation may inscribe or
circumscribe the geometry. The magnitude and sign of the error will de-
pend upon which choice or compromise is made.
In addition,errors are involved in representing the orientation of one
structural element to an*ther. This error influences the s,resses acting
in each element and will be shown to be the most significant geometric
error. The size of the error depends on the distribution of stiffness.
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Moments, for example, become transferred from bending to stretching
stre,- ses across any given folded boundary and, depending upon the rela-
tive bending and stretching stiffness of each component, the error in-
troduced may be large or small.
For any fixed number of gridpoints an adequate idealization of the
structure is often unattainable for an "exact" representation of the
structure. This is evident if one considers that the number of inde-
pendent _.:ponents in the matrix exceeds the number of geometric para-
meters describing the element. Consider the Facet representation. The
stiffness matrix for the Facet is a singular matrix until a sufficient
number of boundary conditions are imposed. For the displacements assumed,
the number of boundary conditions required to make the system stable is
five. There are then ten independent equations represented by the stiff-
ness matrix. iecayse of symmetry, the number of coefficients that can
be independent is 55. On the other hand, the geometry and orientation
of the triangular Facet is defined by the x-, y- and z-coordinates at
the three gridpoints of the structure and the thickness of the panel.
In addition, a maximum of 13 additional parameters, introduced as ma-
terial coefficients for an aelotropic material (one plane of symmetry),
are available to eliminate the geometric error. Therefore, there exist
but 23 parameters which the analyst can Select in order to simulate the
55 coefficients required for a perfect idealization. Even if 55 param-
eters did exist for the modeling of the structure it is reasonable to
expect that the work involved in determing the proper model would be un-
justified in view of the fact that an approximate solution is being ob-
tained in any event.)
r^
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The geometric error also depends upon the number of gridpoints used to des-
cribe the structural envelope. As the number of points is increased the
geometric error can usually be made as small as the analyst desires. (An
exception'is shown by Stong for the cylinder.) It is important to recog-
nize, however, that when networks with different number of gridpoints are
compared the structures being analyzed may also differ. This situation
arises when a new structural idealization is made for the refined network.
Since manufacturing costs usually limit the structure to simple geometries
it is generally more economical to improve the mathematical generality
of the model rather than to depend upon the refinement of the network to
represent geometry. To illustrate these concepts and to obtain some esti-
mation of the magnitude of the errors induced by geometric approximations
consider the problem depicted in Figure 4-2. The structure consists of a
string of constant cross sectional area stretched over a rigid frictionless
cylinder, The string is fastened at one end and loaded at the other end
in the direction of the cylinder tangent. The angle defining the sector
of the cylinder will be treated as a variable. The true deflection, Vso
along the tangent and the true length Lso of the string are given by
^^	
= ^aVo 
- A ^^ (4-1)
where P is the load; R, the radius of the cylinder; B, the sector angle;
A, the string cross sectional area; and E, Young's Modulus. The deflection,
Vsi , and length, ZJ/ of the chord model of the string is given by
^zl
	 L = Z J//7 7
	
(4-2 )
s^ / Z
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The geometric error appears in two ways: the chord length of the string
is less than the are length and the chord string has a smaller load. Let
the error in the deflection be defined as
3so
	 (4-3)
Using (1) and ( 2) in (3) the error induced by the length approximation
can be considered to be a function of the factor 8 sin 6/2. That part
Induced by the orientations of the structure is induced by the factor
(Cos 29/2)-1 , i.e.
L J/rJ e/ '	 1 B	 ^
CI =<Cos (4-4)
Length	 Orientation
Factor	 Factor
The length factor is less thau one for all angles of 6 less than 180 0 .
The orientation error factor, on the other hand, increases from one up
to a maximum value of infinity when the cylindrical sector has an angle
of 1800 . Since the total error involves the product of these two errors,
the effect of the length error tends to compensate for the orientation
error for small angle sectors, if the structure is an inscribed one. As
the angle increases the error induced by the misorientation of the load
dominates. Figure 4-2 shows a plot of the magnitude of the error given
by Eq. (4-4) as a function of the angle o the sector. This figure shows
that the error becomes greater than five per cent when the angle gets
above 260. Note that the structure represented is too flexible.
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As a second problem consider the curved beam in Fig. 4-3. Neglecting
shear deformations and axial elongations, the true deflection normal to
the beam and true length of the beam are given by
3
ZEI ?	 o
where I is the moment of inertia of the beam about its effective neutral
axis. The deflection and length of an inscribed chord beam subtending
the arc of the beam elastic axis are given by
_ ^PiP 
S/i^ 3%COS Z^ 	 ZSj 2 / iwei 3fI	 2	 (4-6)
Defining the error as before, the error in using the chord beam can be
determined and is shown in Fig. 4-3. If the deflection error is to be
less than five per cent ; the sector angle must be less than 30°. Note
that the error in the beam problem is less than the error in the string
problem (Fig. 4-2) for angles greater than zero.
In the beam problem, it is not easy to separate the orientation and the
length error. The relative error can be determined by writing the de-
flection in terms of a beam which is scaled to the actual length of the
curved beam. Then the deflection is given by the formula,
In this case, the orientation error is in the numerator whereas in
the string problem it is in the deonominator. The dashed curve of
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DEFORMATION ERRORS FOR A CURVED BEAM
Fig. 4-3
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Fig. 4-3 shows the error, using this approximation, as a function of the
size of the angle. This figure suggests that the best approximation is
to choose the gridwork points so that the true length of the structure
is represented. Scaling the beam length reduces the deflection error
by less than half as shown in Fig. 4-3. Thus it can be concluded that
the misorientation error is more significant than the length error for
the beam as well as the string. The inscribed structure always results
in a Etructure which is too stiff.
In the problem selected for the beam, the gridpoint locations could have
been chosen so that the deflection at the tip would have been exact.
However, suppose that the beam is to be represented so that the rotation
at the tip due to the tip load is to be exactly modeled. The exact solu-
tion for the rotation of the tip due to the side load is given by
1
P 
	
(/-
^r 	
Cas g)	 (4-8)
The tip rotation of the chord beam, however, is given by
t9c 	 (2joy "Y2
z 	 6
The error caused by approximating the beam by its chord is shown in
Fig. 4-3. The rotation error is somewhat less than the deflection error
for a given angle. Therefore, if the rotation is the critical item the
angle subtending the chord can be slightly larger. In other words, a
coarser gridwork can be used. This application illustrates that the best
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location of the gridpoints depends upon what is being modeled. The
choice of gridpoint locations will be different depending on whether the
deflection or the rotation is required to be accurate. If both must be
accurate, the length alone will not suffice to scale the structure so
that the simulation is correct. (Detailed study of the problem will show
that if both aspects are to be well modeled, a very good model nearly
coincides with the rotation model.
There is a simple way to eliminate the geometric error. That means is
to choose to represent the structural geometry as it actually exists.
Rather than use flat or straigh`, elements, curved elements can be selec-
ted and the stiffness relationships derived from these. In the analysis
of spherical shells, for example, the representation of the elements (f
the shells as Facets is replaced by a representation a3 triangular spheri-
cal shell components. This increase in the generalization of the geometry
of the subelement will permit the use of fewer gridpoints to represent
the structure to a given accuracy.
These problems iliUZtrate some of the previous ideas mentioned with respect
to geometric idealization errors. They show that the best placement of
gridpoints depends upon the particular problem being solved. The place-
ment depends on the problem boundary conditions, the true geometry of the
structure, and whether the type of approximation desired is to be too
stiff or too flexible. The problems suggest that the error diminishes
as the network is refined. They show that correcting for length errors
may or may not lead to an improved answer. They also indicate that the
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chord approximation involves little error for arcs less than about 25'.
Finally, they demonstrate that selection of the model is sensitive to
what elastic characteristic is to be modeled.
Another type of idealization error may be termed the lumped parameter
error. This error is induced by limitations of the model in describing
the disposition of structural material within element boundaries. If
the elastic energy of the structure is considered, the lumped parameter
error is an err;,r in defining the limits over which the integration is
taken. The geometric error, on the other hand, involves errors in de-
fining the path of the integration and the orientation of that path with
respect to neighboring elements.
Though both geometric and lumping errors are induced by limitations of
the mathematical model available to represent the structure, the geometric
error is usually larger than the lumped parameter error. For example, in
the prediction of the deflection of a beam clamped at one end and loaded
at the other the deflection is given by
RL 2Y
v° 3 ET	 (4-10)
where ^ is the projected length and L the true length.
The geometric error is one affecting L, the length of the beam, and this
error is much more significant in affecting the deflection than the same
percentage in the lumped parameter I, the moment of inertia of the beam.
The lumped parameter error is not only smaller than the geometric error
but can often be corrected by adjuctment of input parameters, For a
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straight stringer, selection of the area of the stringer as the mean
area provides an exact representation of the elastic energy of the strue-
ture. For a beam, selection of the mean shear area provides an exact
representation of the shear rigidity of the structure. In the case of
the triangular facet it is possible to integrate the energy independently
of the analysis for any variation of thickness and enter an effective
thickness into the computer program as input to provide exact simulation
of the element geometry for midplane stretching deformations.
To illustrate the im:nortance of the lumped parameter error in comparison
with the geometric error consider again the problem of the string on the
frictionless rigid cylinder. In this case assume that the cross sectional
area of the string varies linearly along the length of the string from a
value of Al at the point of loading to A 2
 at the upper end where the string
is fixed. Thea the exact solution for the deflection in the direction in
the load is given by
PW AZ)	 (4-11)
So — (,41 4/ - A/
The comparable solution for the chord is given by
15(Ple J/.17 e/	 (4-12)A 44z)C'C: Cos 2 a/
Using the definition of the error, Eq. (3), then the interaction of the
length, orientation, and lumped parameter errors can be determined. The
total error is given by
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_ 2j /,; e/z	 _	 Z^^Z
	
B	 Col e/Z 	 / A
	Length	 Orientation	 Lumping
	
Factor	 Factor	 Factor	 (4_13)
The three factors on the right hand side of the equation define the con-
tribution of the length, orientation, and lumping errors respectively.
The maximum lumping factor is one and the minimum zero.
Figure 4-4 shows how the lumping error is affected by the ratio of the
cress sectional areas of the ends of the string. The lumping error here
is predicated on the assumption that the constant, area of the stringer is
the average area. The maximum value that the length factor can assume
is 2r- and is assumed when the angle 9 is equal to 180 0 . At the same
angle the orientation error assumes its maximum value, infinity. `lus,
the lumping error is bounded whereas the geometric error is unbounded.
Another idealization error is that induced by the structural aniso-
tropy. The Facet model admits definition of the material aeolotrophy and
requires that geometric anisotropy be simulated by material. The material
aeolotropy is represented directly by the elast constants in the stress-
strain relationship. Geometric anisotropy, on the other hand, is that
induced by the arrangement or form that the material takes in the structure.
For example, if a sheet is manufactured with integral stringers, geometric
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DEFLECTION ERROR DUE TO LUMPING
Fig. 4-4
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anisotropy is induced. Sandwich construction, glass laminates, wire wound
shells, and other composite structural components can be considered as
having geometric anisotropy. Geometric anisotropy does not depend upon
material characteristics. It can occur even when the material is iso-
tropic.
''hen the assumed strains are constant over the element the geometric
anisotropy can be exactly represented by an equivalent material anisotropy.
This can be shown by considering the matrix formulation of the stiffnesses
in accordance with Appendix A. The strain energy is given by the expression
(A-5)•
r	
EZ91 [131f it ^ Av	 (4
Here 
o 
designates the volume over which the integration is to be per-
formed. If the strains are constant, all of the matrices are independent
of the coordinates and the integration can be applied directly to the co-
efficients of the D matrix, tL,,
 matrix of material constants. The con-
stant strain case arises in the rod, shear moment beam, triangular slice,
three-dimensional solid tetrahedron, and the torque tube structures.
Matrices for these elements have been previously developed and described
in the literature. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.13 	 When the strains are not constant
it is necessary to approximate the geometric anisotropy with a material
anisotropy. The approximation can be accomplished by comparing the inte-
grals representing the energy terms.
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In assuming material constants for the anisotropic material, it is neces-
sary that the coefficients satisfy certain requirements in order that
the problem idealize a realizable structure. One criterion i p that the
matrix of material coefficients be symmetric. Another criterion is that
the matrix of material coefficients must be a positive semi-definite ma-
trix. In finding an equivalent anisotropy care should be used to insure
that these conditions are met. If material constants are based on ac-
curate test data, the matrix of coefficients will inherently satisfy the
positive semi-definite requirement.
Another contribution to the idealization error is evoked in approximating
the boundary conditions. If either the complementary or potential energy
approaches are used, the force or the displacement boundary conditions
must be approximate depending upon the solution being attempted. In the
case of the minimum potential energy approach, as used fur the Facet, the
approximations are made with respect to the displacement boundary conditions.
Concentrated gridpoint forces corresponding to stress are defined uniquely
by the minimum potential energy formulation. The definition of these
forces is reviewed in Appendix A.
The gridpoint forces are not usually obtained from the integral formu-
ration, however. The justification for avoiding this approach is the
complexity of integration involved and the fact that the problem is only
being approximated in any case. Therefore, the stress boundary conditions
are idealized as a set of gridpoint forces. However, if a problem is being
solved for which an exact solution is known, a consistent variational approach
is obtained only by using the integral formulation to define gridpoint forces.
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` le degree of approximation involved in simulating the displacement
boundary conditions (or alternately the force boundary conditions when
the assumed functions are stress functions) depends upon the nature of
the assumed functions. In the case of Facet, the displacements along
the edge are assumed to be linear. If the imposed displacements are
actually a higher order function of the coordinate along an edge than
a first order, an approximation is involved. It is difficult to evalu-
ate the magnitude of the approximation using the analysis except by
refining the network in the region of the boundary involved.
In summary, the idealization error magnitude depends upon the generality
of the mathematical model. The magnitude of the error can be deter-
mined by analyzing different structures or by using independent analysis
procedures such as experimental or analytical approaches. The ideali-
zation error
 nein be made to vanish as the number of gridpoints increased
indefinitely. In order that this vanishing occurs it is usually neces-
sary that with each refinement of network, a new mathematical model be
for-3ulated. From a mathematical point of view this means that each grid-
work represents the analysis of a different structure. It is more attrac-
tive to eliminate the geometric error by simulating the geometry exactly.
4.2 THE DISCRETIZATION ERROR
The discretization error is caused by replacing the structural con-
tinuum by a model consisting of a finite number of structural elements.
The error is a function of the assumed stress or displacement functions
used, the network grid size, and the subelement topology.
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Of paramount importance in fixing the magnitude of the discretization
error is the selection of the assumed functions. If these functions are
carefully chosen the accuracy of the analysis is maximized for a given
network refinemen t_. In addition as the network is refined, a monotonic
decrease in the error can be guaranteed. :Moreover with refinement of
network and proper selection of function, elimination of discretization
error for the structure can be insured.
If these functions are chosen so that the analysis is consistent with
either a minimum complementary energy or a minimum potential energy formu-
lation, zamething can be said about the relation between the approximate
answer avd the exact answer to the problem. If both solutions are used it
is possible to bound the strain energy and the stresses, strains and dis-
placements at any point of the structure.
It has been proven that the strain energy of the solution containing
no discretization error must be greater than that of the minimum potential
energy solution an3 less than that of any minimum complementary solution.
(See Synge2.28 1957, page 98-117). Based on Prager's method 2.27 , Benthem2.29
has given a basis for bounding displacements at a point. Development and
use of bounding a displacement, mean stress, and mean strain are reviewed
in Appendix B.
Requirements on displacement functions to be consistent with the minimum
potential approach are reviewed in Ref. 2.26. Ref. 2.26 also gives a
requirement to insure monotonic convergence for the solution. The Facet
displacement function conforms with the requirements delineated there.
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Requirements for suitable assumed stress functions are implied in Ref.
2.26. Because the complementary energy approach is the dual to the
minimum potential energy approach, requirements a , almost parallel.
Since the discretization error vanishes as the grid interval is de-
creased to zero, the mesh size is a direct weans of controlling the mag-
nitude of the error. If the error is to diminish in a regular way it is
reasonable to require that the mesh refinement proceed in a regular
fashion. Reducing the mesh size in one direction only in a problem of
a plane, for example, will lead to convergence to an approximate solution.
Because of the distortion of the gridwork shape, the approximation ob-
tained will not be the elasticity solution. This is shown by the data
in Table 4-1. A consistent refinement of mesh should involve fictitious
cuts in all directions. The efficacy of this approach is demonstrated
by the data of Fable 4-2e
To illustrate the effect of refinement of mesh on the discretization
error consider the box beam problem of Ref. 2.3. Figure 4-5 shows the
beam with the loading. The error, compared with the theoretical solution,
as a function of the number of cuts along the length of the beam is por-
trayed by the curves. In the analysis, refinement of mesh was performed
in both directions simultaneously.
There are two solutions. The difference in the solutions is caused by
the use of a different beam representation for the ribs of the box. The
effect on the answers can be seen by the two curves in the figure. A
regular reduction of error occurs. The upper curve relates to an ana?ysis
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TABLE 4-1
EFFECT OF ONE DIRECTIONAL MESH REFINEMENT
Problem	 Results	 Analysis Method	 No. of Nodes
ac, u
a	 ua = 2.703	 Finite Differences	 48
va = 0.686
y, v
ua = 2.605	 Stiffness Method	 4
va = 0.784
ua = 2.778	 Stiffness Method	 6
va = 0.836
ua = 2.821	 Stiffness Method
	
8
va = 0.850
ua = 2.839	 Stiffness Method
	
10
va = 0.857
916
Stiffness Method
Stiffness Method
ua = 2.695
va
 = 0.6:9
ua = 2.719
va = 0.692
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TABLE 4-2
EFFECT OF UNIFORM MESH REFINEMENT
Problem	 Results	 Analysis Method
	
No. of Nodes
a
	
ua = 2.703
	
Finite Differences 	 48
va = 0.686
y,
ua = 2.605
	
Stiffness Method
	
4
va = 0.784
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in which the components do not conform with a minimum potential formula-
tion or the monotonic convergence criterion. The basis for the solutions
of the lower curve conforms with both these requirements.
The regularity of the convergence for the minimum potential approach
suggest that the number of calculations can be reduced by using extrapola-
tion. Richardson's technique3.4
 has been used with some success to extra-
polate the answers. The extrapolated answer for the box beam problem on
this basis using the three soluti o ns indicated in Figure 4-5 for the
elementary beam was within one percent of the exact solution obtained
analytically2.26.
In an actual structure, it is not necessarily true that extrapolation
will provide a better answer than the answer obtained in the analysis
itself due to round-off errors in the calculations. However, by obtaining
both minimum potential and minimum complementary energy solutions, the
response characteristics can be bounded. An answer lying between the
bound can be taken to reduce the statistical magnitude of the discretiza-
tion error.
The brute force means of reducing the discretization error is to perform
an analysis with a finer gridwork. The cost of refinement includes the
computer time and time required for the preparation of input data. Time
required for the preparation of the input data varies directly with the
number of elements being analyzed. The computer time is proportional to
the number of gridpoints of the system for a fixed bandwidth stiffness
matrix. Since the number of elements is increased by a factor of aoout
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four if the network grid size is cut in half the cost of the new analysis
will be about four times the cost of the original solution. The beam
problem suggests that the discretization error varies inversely as the
square of the number of gridpoints. Then the error for the reduced grid
will be one-fourth of the original error. Thue the discretization error
varies approximately inversely with the cost of the analysis.
From a practical viewpoint, the error in the analysis depends upon the
rate of change of the strain or stress over the structure. Since the
strains in an element are approximately constant for the assumed displace-
ment function of the rod, tor que tube and Facet, more elements should be
used in areas in which the strain varies at a rapid rate. The engineer
should use judgment in putting more elements in regions in which he
expects a higher strain rate to improve his analytical accuracy.
The magnitude of the discretization error is influenced by the geometry
of the elements of the structure. From a mathematical point of view, the
error can de sLdted as a function of the largest an gle of the triangle.
Figure 4-6 shows the maximum error as a function of the maximum angle.
This figure shows the error increases rapidly when the maximum angle of
the triangle exceeds 120°
This figure also shows that the optimum triangular topology is an equi-
lateral triangle. The data upon which this figure in based was obtained
by Synge2.28
 and applies to the triangular slice and the in-plane stresses
of Facet.
The discretization error can also be reduced for a given network by
choosing more favorable topologies. Numerical experiments have shown that
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the triangular topology usually involves more error than the rectangular.
Collatz5
 has made an analogous statement with respect to finite-difference
gridworks.
In review, the magnitude of the discretization error depends on the
choice of assumed functions. If functions are chosen to comply with the
minimum potential formulation ( the choice used in Section 2 for the Facet
rod, beam and tube) and, alternately, with the minimum complementary
formulation, bounds on stress, strain, and displacement at a point can be
defined. If functions are properly chosen, reduction in the discretiza-
tion error can be guaranteed for each network refinement. If refinement
is made simultaneously in both directions extrapolation may prove useful
in reducing the error. Some reduction in the error can also be effected
by choosing favorable geometries for the elements. such as an equilateral
triangle, and more favorable topologies, such as the rectangle and prism2.13
for a surface element.
4.3 MAMMIIATION ERRORS
Manipulation errors are encountered only in the numerical calculations.
The two types of these errors are process and step errors. Process errors
are caused by faiiure to perform the proper mathematical manipulations
or by failure of an iterative process to yield the solution. Examples of
process errors would be the multiplication of two matrices when the addi-
tion was desired, or failure of ar. iterative process for eigenvalues to
yield the correct estimate of the eigenvalues^
These errors can be controlled by providing calculation checks. The
structural analyst has available direc^. checks such as the calculation of
109
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equilibrium and orthogonality conditions as well as indirect checks on
process errors. Indirect checks include evaluation of the symmetry of
stiffness and flexibility matrices, or determination of the positive-
definiteness of these matrices. It is important that the analyst
include checks to insure that no process errors are c' 41 tted.
The other type of manipulation errors are step errors. These are classi-
fied as truncation or round-off errors. The truncation error is caused
by carrying a limited number of significant figures in the calculations
and dropping less significant figures. On the IBM 7094 approximately
eight significant figures are carried (12 on Philco S-2000). Round-off
errors are induced by the rounding off of the last character of the
product after each multiplication and each dividend after each division.
Whether round-off or truncation errors occur depends on the program being
used. FORTRAN II programs incur truncation errors during calculations.
On printout, round-off errors are encountered. On the Philco 2000, on
the other hand, ALTAC programs result in rounding errors in both the
calculations and printout. From a statistica: point of view, the latter
approach is better.
Step errors are affected by the sequence of the calculations, the numbers
used, an4 the number of calculations involved. To see how the sequence
of operations affect the error, consider the simple operation of adding
a set of numbers. In this operation the number of calculations is inde-
pende t of the method chosen. The answer may be fo nmea i, many ways, but
consider these -wo:
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1. Accumulate the numbers, taking them in the order in
which they are defined.
2. Accumulate the result by adding addends in the order
of increasing absolute value starting with the smallest.
Though the average error is the same for both methods, the variance will
be greater for the first case. To illustrate the error consider the set
a, b  where i = 1,2,....n. Assume that three significant figures are
carried. Let bi a -1.00 x 16-3 , a a +1.00, and n a 100. Method 1.
gives 1.00 as an answer, whereas method 2. gives 0.90, the correct ar.:wer.
The magnitude of the numbers involved affects the number of figures
effective:.y carried. Since floating decimal arithmetic is used, a limited
range is defined for the exr -.ent. On the IBM 7094 for example, the expo-
nent of 2 cannot exceed +128 and of 10, +38. Numbers smaller than 2- 128 are
assU- :1t: ! : i be zero. Numbers greater than 2128 are taken to be the max-
imum
	
::er possible. (Limits on the Philco 2000 are 2*2048	 10f620)
Since these errors are normally not si;aalled in FORTRAN programs, their
!xistence may be unknown. These errors can be detected by changing the
grogram or scaling problem numbers and rerunning the problem.
Significant figures can also be lost by not using normalized numbers. This
would m!an that the number would be preceded by zeros. This difficulty is
surmounted in FORTPJA oy notmalizing all numbers operated 3n. The only un-
normalized numbers passible are those read as :.nput.
Because the accumulation of step error is so dependent on the sequence and
method of calculation and because these methods are often modified to facili-
tate data handling or programming, indirect measurements of the error are
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often desirable. These methods include symmetry, equilibrium, orthogona-
lity, conditioning, and recalculation checks. Any of these checks can be
performed with existing SAMIS links.
Since the stiffness -matrices, mass matrices, and dynamic matrices are
used in symmetric form, congruent transformations and inversions can be
checked by rechecking symmetry. (The ROOT program provides a direct
symmetry check). Since the stiffness matrix includes rigid body states,
macroscopic equilibrium can be used to check the solution for the whole
or any part of the structure. One special case, for the whole structure,
is equivalent to multiplying the displacements found by the total stiff-
ness matrix and comparing the result with the origivally imposed loads.
Orthogonality checks can be used to validate the eigenvectors. If
desired, similarity transformations can be used to generate a dynamic
matrix which can be compared with the original.
Conditioning checks include calculating matrix condition numbers 6,2.5
or scaling input to measure conditioning. The condition number is defined
as the ratio of the maximum to minimum eigenvalue of the matrix. The
larger the number, the greater the tendency to accumulate round-off errors.
The conditioning can be greatly influenced by the coordinate systems
selected to solve a problem as well as by structural form. Use of coor4i-
nate sysems coincident with principal actions of behavior improves
conditioning. Choice of axes lying in the surface of and normal to a
shell is an example of :hoosing coordinates related to principal behavior.
If the structure is well designed, its form will aot dominate the condition
number. Badly designed structures are-those with subsystems whicn are
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nearly mechanismp
When linear operations are performed, scaling and recalculation can be
used to measure error. For example, the effect of multiplying matrices
by a scalar are predictable on the final result since onl, linear
equations are involved. The difference between actual and predicted
results can be used as a measure of error.
Several approaches are available to minimize or reduce the manipulation
errors. these are to precondition the equations, use double-precision
arithmetic, select low-error algorithms or improve an approximate
solution.
Various special techniques have been used for improving the conditioning
of the matrices before operations7,8,9 . These generally are ways of
transforming the equations depending on the algorithm being'used and
the sizes of the numbers. For example, if the matrix equation
[Al^x) = ^.e ^	 (4-15)
is to be solved the equation can be transformed to the forms
[13 1 [AX x I = IFLB If C I
and f % I = [ N P18 1^ C)
or [AH lf^)4cl
or
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The coefficients of B or E or both B and E are then selected to reduce
the manipulation errors. Though such an approach may be useful on
occasion, its economy is questionable.
Use of double precision arithmetic is the brute force approach to reducing
the manipulation errors. In this process, each piece of data consists of
two words in the computer: a greater and a lesser part. Twice as many
significant figures are retained in each arithmetic operation.
The IBM 7094 has been especi..11y wired to perform all double precision
arithmetic in only slightly more time than required for single precision.
Tuis machine feature is not available on the IBM 7090 or Philco 2000.
Because more space is required for each piece of data, penalties are in-
volved in programming time over and above arithmetic time. It is reason-
able to expect that the total cost of double precision arithmetic is to
increase the time about fifty per cent over single precision calculation
time.
Difficulties with round-off experienced to date have not been those which
double precision could help. These difficulties are generally introduced
by the analyst's desire to make a member infinitely stiff with respect
to another or by using elements with degenerate elasticities (e.g., a beam
with no axial stiffness) thus treating a nearly singular stiffness matrix.
If single-precision arithmetic is used a ratio of panel thicknesses of ten
to one may describe an infinitely thick panel whereas a ratio of 100 to 1
might be admissible for double precision. If degeneracy is caused by
omitted resistance, 	 higher precision will not remove the singularity.
Tc -void the riumerioal difficulties, holonomi.c constraints are introduced.
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Introduction of these constraints is described in Section 3.1.
Since single pre,-.ision arithmetic has proven adequate for all but special
problems, a more efficient program will be based on this limitation. If
round-off or truncation error becomes excessive, techniques for reducing
the error may be employed before resorting to double precision arithmetic.
Selection of low error algorithms is an attractive means of reducing
round-off and truncation errors. The question of which is the least
error algorithm is the area designated as error analysis in mathematical
literature.
One approach to error analysis is to determine how each calculation affects
the manipulation error. This is a difficult and tedious process. Von
Neuman and Goldstine took this approach in their monumental thesis on
round-off errors in matri:^ nrocesses l0. Their approach predicted maximum
error rather than the statistical error. (The statistical error is more
meaningful and as shown by Turing s , much smaller).
Recently Wilkinsonll
 took an alternate approach to error analysis which has
proven more fruitful. His approach is to assume that the answer obtained
is correct and determine the magnitude of the change to be made in the
original problem. His aualyses have shown that triangular decomposition
involves less round-off error than other processes for solving the simul-
taneous equrtions.
From a statistical point of view the average error in analysis is indepen-
dent of the nimber of calculations However, the standard deviation of
the error (and the m3ximruu error) in raases with the ro-umber of calculations
1	 ^
1_	 s (4-17)
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performed. Therefore, the algorithm that involves the lowest numb3r of
calculations will tend to result in the least step errors. It is inter-
esting to note that the triangular decomposition is a direct method which
involves the least number of calculations compared with other '.:rest
methods, which do not take advantage of matrix symmetry and rparci,.y.
Direct improvement )f ux approximate but unsatisfactory solution is the
usual approach ro r2ducing solution error. An example of a direct .method
can be shown for the solrt:iar of the simultaneous equations,
Supra;ae an appr,:%imate rolutLon x i .as been found. Thy i the equation
'LARD J {
	
(4-18)
zan oe formed by performing a matrix multiplica.ion. Subtracting equations
(17) and (18) ane. using the distributive property, it is found that
or
[ARz-	 tP_"5)
 [A]( k
	 PI
Equation (19) can then be solved for
(4-19)
x - x . The improved solution for
x is given by	 x = x + x
	
. The maximum number of significant
figures that can be obtained by th.s technique is dependent on the maximum
number of figures obtained in forming
	 C at each step. Some significant
figures must also be retained in forming r in order that olution im-
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Iterative methods can also be used to improve a solution. If a charac-
teristic vector is unsatisfactory, for example, the approximate vector
may be used in an iterative procedure (power methoe, whose accuracy is
limited only by the ability to retain significance in the matrix multi-
plications and vector normalizing. Similarly, a solution of a set of
simultaneous equations can be used as the starting vector in a Gauss-
Seidel iterative solution (see Section 3.4) or Morris' escalator method3.1.
These methods may be used to reduce the error in a solution or to estimate
the accuracy of an approximate solution.
It is characteristic of the step error that i, ncreases as the number of
the gridpoints are increased. As the number of points is increased the
number of equations being solved increases. This increases the number of
calculations required to solve the problem. As a consequence, the round-
off error tends to increase.
4.4 ERROR CONTROL
Table 4-3 summarizes error causes, nature, types and control methods.
Control of discretization error can be provided arp iori. Care exercised
in selecting analysis functions and element shapes can lead to measurable
and bou.ndable discretization errors which can b.: reduced by extrapolation
techniques.
Though manipulation errors cannot he directly controlled, several methods
are available for measuring the magnitude of step errors and checking
that process errors are eliminated. Satisfactory techniques are also
available for reducing c-Tors once they are known to exist. Among these
are iterative improvement and use of higher precision arithmetic.
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The errors remaining, the idealization errors, are induced by the neces-
sity of using a limited mathematical model of the structure. These errors
can be reduced by including additional element geometries such as curved
surface components of shells of revolution. Analysis limitations will,
however, always exist. Thus, for continuous structures, selection of a
satisfactory idealization will be the most demanding consideration fox
the analyst.
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APPENDIX A
FINITE ELEMENT FOAM OF THE 14ETHOD
OF IAINIMW POTENTIAL ENERGY
Assume a set of displacements as linear function of some arbitrar y param-
eters; the generalized coordinates. Displacements must be continx^ous over
the element, preserve displacement continuity across element boundaries,
and match displacement boundary conditions, but need not satisfy the Cauchy
equilibrium equations. Then, the displacements can be written in the :form,
^^) = [ A (%, ^, ^) I ^ alf"
(A-1)
where i , i = 1, 2, 3, are the displacements and Qj ; j = 1, 2 1 ...m,
the generalized deformations, usually gridpoint displacements.
Using (1), the strain-deformation, stress-strain, and strain-energy re-
lation, the strain energy can be written in terms of the deformations.
Let the linear operator transforming displacements to strains be the
matrix B, then
{6-) 
= 
l e xj)	 (A-2
where 4 are strains, the 4 are differential. operators and k = 1,
2, 3 ...6, in general. Furthermore, let the stress-strain relation be
taken as
^ (T ^ = EDI(6)	 (A-3)
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where 	 1, 2, 3...6 are stresses and D
Y
	material constants.
Then, since the strain-energy expression is,
61' 2 (f 6 )'1 q-) -^'. (A-4)
where Y indicates integration ever the volume of the structure and
the superscript T denotes matrix transpose, (2) and (3), change (4) to,
[B^ T[o^ [131{ }	 (A_5)Z r ^	 ^
Substituting (1) in (5), the strain energy can be written in more useful
f orm,
JIAI E/5 I [D] F J [A]	 (A-6)2fyo, L
ro
U-/LdJ [Kl{d^
IKJ 	 E81(- EA115 17'[D I 	 1.AIL-/Jo	 (A-7)
The matrix K is called the stiffness matrix. Since D is a positive
semi-definite matrix for any real material, so is the stiffness matrix.
Now, the potential energy functional is written in terms of the displace-
ments and prescribed quantities. The functional is defined by
U- LTJ(djc1j - LGJ(d)o1x	 (A-8)
where the T i
 are surface tractions; qi , body forces, and S t
 deontes that
part of the surface ever which tractions are prescribed. The T i are
(A-9)
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defined in terms of stresses on the surface by the operator N whose terms
are components of the surface normal, i.e.,
The subscript t designates prescribed quantities, i.e., stresses in this
case. Using (9) and (1), (8) becames,
Z) 
—J4[ L	 INN ^ ^Cli — IL C/i 1 	 64 ) 0/1'
The generalized force-deformation equations are found by minimizing the
potential permitting only the deformations to vary. From (7) and (10)
thi g operation gives,
WJ[A11/^1(q'- )Wf* Ldl[4^
Since K relates generalized forces and deformations, it is justified in
being called a stiffness matrix. The generalized forces are seen to coh-
sist of weighted integrals of the prescribed stresses and body forces.
Thus, the theory defines the forces corresponding to a prescribed set of
stresses; no new approximation is necessary.
Displacement boundary conditions are satisfied by specifying some of the
 Assuming those specified are the first "n" Al; (n < m), then (11)
takes the form, omitting body forces,
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where the subscripts indicate the number of components.
Equations similar to ( 12) are also obtained if the vn-m are any linear
function of vn . Thus, if
{A) = [L I Ir [K I [L If 4/, 1
(A-13)
Ld, J IL I '[A I V I O^fl
Having found G(i from (11), 11"0	 13), the assumed displacements are
found from (1). Alternate assum,._ons of the form (1) can lead to the
same generalized force -displacement, equations for a given problem, however.
Therefore, use of ( 1), (2), and ( 3) in an approximate solution determines
only oneof an infinity of possible stress states that are meaningful.
Moreover, stresses so determined in general will not satisfy the micro-
acepic equations of equilibrium.
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APPENDIX B
BOUNDING ELASTIC BFfAVIOR
Bounds on displacement at a gridpoint and mean values of strain and stress
along a line between gridpoints can be obtained conveniently using the de-
velopments of Prager2 ' 27 , Synge ` ' 28 , and Benthem 2 ' 29 ' Development of
equations here will follow Benthem (1961, pp 28-42).
A loading consisting of a superposition of the real loads and an influence
loading is considered. From (A-S), (A-7), (A-10), and (A-11). :.,e total
potential energy is given by
=' I	 j'^L	 1 4'	 — L-r, + -r,.J IAA,141.1^  (B-1)h
where the subscripts R and F refer to the real and influence loads re-
spectively. As before St denotes the part of the surface over which trac-
tions are prescribed. The summed subscript indicates the combined loading.
The strain energy of the exact solution is half the work of the surface
forces integrated over the entire surface of the body2 ' 30. Moreover, the
stiffness matrix is symmetric. Therefore, (1) can be rewritten in the form,
V = ?'+
	 z LrJC^J^ ^ f L7,-JEA]f^^ ^f
.S (B-2)
s^
L-rJ[AJ1V.) * L 	 ^f
where
^/ a1 LR^J [4U }	 L 7x-J [A] (d,
V = Lo,'J [KIf 4.1 - LrJ [A]UfJalf
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S denotes integration over the entire surface. Using Betti's theorem
(2) can be expressed in a more usable form. Then, since
,J[n]{R} f tRJf^l{^)sd fI,1[n7{C./}sir; (B-s)
L-r,] [A IU04 	 J EA 1 (610 alf, (B-4
If displacements are suet zero for the influence loading, wherever dis-
placements are prescribed far the real leads, the last integral in (4)
vanishes. The remaining integral, denoted V , involves a linear
frnction of the real load gridpoint displacements. If the energy of (4)
is subtracted from that of the solution energy for the same loading,
N	 N	 N  N
^kA^
whore the tilde -ndicates that the q••f ntity is for the elasticit}r
solution.
If 3 l  the leads and displacements for the real loading are multiplied
by a scaler (^l , and for the influence loading by 
e2 
from (1) and
(5),	
l
/	 204  N/
(B-6)
with subscripts modified to indicate the loading charge. The potential
for a structure with loads specified over some part of the body must be
negative. See (A-10) and (A-11). Mo--eever, according to the theorem of
minimum potential energy, the energy of the solution must be less than
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that of any approximation. Thus, (6) must be negative for all (1 and
29 i.e., (6) must be a negative definite quadratic form. Therefore,
it is required that,
(B-7)
41 )2,
By an analogous argument, inequalities can be written for the com-
plementary energy case. The result corresponding to (7) is
0'/	 4.0
N	
4t 0
 
(YF t
The final inequalities in (7) and (8) can be rewritten using the first
N
two inequalities in both these equations and noting that V* = -V for
the solution. The resulting inequalities are:
 - -^/: F ^ ^/ 2(Y'a	 < //^ - 4' 	2	 ^9^
	 ¢( Rol 2d) 	( )
i1r)	 4	 (B-10)
Taking the square root of (9) and (10) and considering the possible
relations between7RL
 and V*
 gives,
'^	 Q	
(B-11)
(B-12)
^^ '^ IXM r 71 ,1/F	 (B-13.
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The physical interpretation of the quantity bounded in (11), (12), and
(13) depends on the influence loading selected. Two choices and the
N
corresponding interpretation of q/6^ are as follows:
1. Let the 
/
influence loading be a single unit load at point 0<
Then 4` is the deflection at gridpoint oC due to the real
loads and is in the direction of the influence load.
2. Let the influence loading be two unit self-equilibrating loads
applied at two gridpoints in the direction of the line joining
.v//
the points. Then Ob is a known scalar multiple of the mean straij
along the line between the points and in the direction of that
line. Thus, Goosing a positive unit load in the x direction at
gridpoint Q(, and a negative unit load at °<, , with c< 1
 and
0,/2 lying on a line parallel to the x axis, the integral in (4)
gives,
'e.0
61a' 	 T gQ
	(B-14)
The bar denotes the mean value. The mean is defined in the usual way.
When the stress-strain coefficients are constants between nodes C<1
and W2 , 4 can also be interpreted as a known scalar multiple of
mean stress. For an isotroFic material in the example chosen,
r, C E 0ot1 dg	 ( 5)
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In principle, gridpoints can be placed as close together as desired.
Then, bounds for stress and strain at a point can be found.
The procedure for bounding elastic behavior by the stiffness method of
bounds is summarized as follows:
1. Obtain solutions for the real and influence loadings using
stiffness matrices based on deformation-consistent displace-
meat functions. Establish the values of VR , VF and VR .
2. Obtain solutions for the real and influence loadings usiag
stiffness matrices based on stress-consistent displacements.
Establish the values of VR , V1,,, and 111
3. Use (11) or (12) and (13) and appropriate geometry and
material constants to bound desired quantities.
